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IMF Imperialization
Era Drawing To A Close
This issue focuses on the forthcoming demise of
IMF Imperialization. “The awful power of money”
described in the Protocols has succeeded in
dividing the body of humankind into two main
groups: the “haves” and the “have nots”. The
“haves”, of course, want to “have more”, while the
“have nots” have been left to fend pretty much for
themselves—or simply die of hunger. No, it’s not
a very nice world, especially under IMF rule.
The Money Masters have had a pretty easy go
of things, stepping into Third World countries to
greedily plunder resources. The workings of their
plan are revealed (again) in this issue by former
Chief Economist of the IMF, Joseph Stiglitz. What
is absolutely nauseating is how such pillage and
plunder has been so carefully concealed by the
lies of “assistance” and “humanitarian relief”. As
Daily TRIBUNE reporter Alejandro Lichauco shows
in the next two articles, however, people are
“wising up” to the fraud that has been killing them.
[QUOTING:]
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HUNGER TREASON AND THE IMF
The Daily TRIBUNE, 10/7/04
By Alejandro Lichauco
The hunger situation is unquestionably the story of
the week, following stories on a finding of the Social
Weather Stations (SWS) that 15 percent of the
nation’s households are hungry.
The finding, to begin with, is an obvious
understatement of the problem, because late last year
the Food and Nutrition Research Institute of the
Department of Science and Technology (FNRI-DoST)
released its findings that 80 percent of the nation’s
households are hungry.
One finds non-credible the finding of the SWS
because it is official matter that some 40 percent of
Filipinos subsist on an income of P1,500 a month.
Since that just covers about one cavan of rice and
since it is clear that anyone subsisting on one-cavana-month can only go to bed hungry, it is equally clear
that we must take the findings of the FNRI-DoST as
the far more realistic findings
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than that of the SWS.
But that’s of no moment. The question is: Why
the hunger in the first place?
For the answer to that, the reader is advised to
read the 15-page memorandum which this writer has
submitted to the Senate this week.
The gist of the paper is the hunger that now
plagues the nation is essentially due to the collusion
between the nation’s debt negotiators and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). The debt
negotiators—and, of course, the government they
represent—have allowed the IMF to supervise and
intervene in the management of the economy since
1962, or over a period of 42 years.
That IMF supervision, in turn, has been motivated
by the agenda of that institution to abort the
industrialization of the country which had a dramatic
start in the 1950s, and to make sure no government
ever undertakes an industrialization program.
Classic example of this was the objection raised by
the IMF, with the assist of the Marcos technocrats,
(Continued on page 2)
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against the 11 industrial projects of Marcos, which he
launched in 1979.
The IMF anti-industrialization agenda has been
implemented through a deadly mix of policies consisting
of: (1) continuous opening of the market to imports; (2)
continuous devaluation of the currency; and (3) tight
monetary-fiscal policies.
The result of this mix has, of course, been fatal and
explains the hunger.
Since 1962 (1) the peso has devalued from P3.90
to its present P57:$1, and (2) the foreign debt has
ballooned from $150 million to its present $57 billion.
But the lamentable fact about all these is that we
have absolutely nothing to show for the devaluation and
the rise in the foreign debt—except industry closures,
mass unemployment and soaring prices.
Over the last 42 years, we have completely
dropped out of the industrialization race we
dramatically led in the 1950s and which earned the
Philippines a glowing rating from the World Bank of
being the most promising and best-performing economy
in East Asia.
It is clear that IMF supervision—with the
collaboration of the debt negotiators—is what explains
the hunger.
It should interest readers to know that as far back
as 1988, even an in-house study of the IMF admitted
the prescriptions pressed by that agency on the
Philippines since 1962—particularly the devaluation and
fiscal austerity—have only aggravated the poverty
problem.
But that in-house IMF study notwithstanding the
agency, has continued to insist on its failed programs
and policies.
And the reason obviously is that from the very
beginning, the IMF has had its own agenda for the
Philippines and that agenda is simply to make sure this
country doesn’t industrialize and transform into a
newly-industrialized country.
In the process of carrying out its agenda for the
Philippines, the IMF has resorted to means that have
only too clearly subverted the nation’s sovereignty and
democratic processes.
An essential element of the IMF strategy has
clearly been to make sure the country gets into debt
which it can never repay. And that’s exactly the
situation we have today!
The Philippine case is a clear example of what the
Meltzer Commission of the U.S. Congress found about
the IMF: that it undermines the sovereignty of the
very countries it assists.
The conclusion of this piece: There must now be
launched a nationwide revolution against the foreign
debt. That revolution can begin with a Senate
resolution declaring the sense of that body that the debt
should be repudiated.
That’s the subject of the paper which this writer
submitted to the Senate a few days ago.
Copies of that paper are available upon request.
[END QUOTING]
While the IMF is very good at rewarding its
minions, not many of them will want to be caught
holding the bag when the curtain rises for the next
act in this play.
Mr. Lichauco continues with his focus on the
IMF in the following article, for which we once
again thank both him and The Daily TRIBUNE.
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IMF Hunger Formula:
Pushing Toward Civil War
IMF HUNGER FORMULA: PUSHING A
NATION TOWARD CIVIL WAR
The Daily TRIBUNE, 10/14/04
By Alejandro Lichauco
Since 1962, or for over a period of 40 years, this
country has been under the economic supervision of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and throughout
that length of time, the economy has functioned on the
basis of “conditionalities” pressed by the Fund on a
succession of submissive governments conditioned to
believe that the international agency represents the
kind of economics which every developing country
should adopt if it is to escape from the clutches of
poverty bequeathed to it by its colonial past.
Those conditionalities are essentially the following:
(1) open the domestic market increasingly to imports
until the market becomes completely open to same; (2)
devalue the currency on the theory that a cheap
currency would attract foreign investments and
stimulate exports; and (3) adopt a restrained monetary
fiscal policy even if that means sacrificing welfare
projects that would relieve the poverty of the masses.
Time has shown that the mix conditionalities have
been a sure formula for hunger. For over 40 years
that our government has dutifully complied with that
deadly mix of policies, we have: (1) wiped out the
industries that the country managed to induce during
the 1950s through the protectionism that came with
import and foreign controls; (2) marginalized a once
thriving agricultural sector, such that we have now
ceased to be an agriculture-based economy,
transforming into a low-tech, low-wage service
economy in the process; (3) devastated the purchasing
power of the peso which at one time was worth P2:$1
and therefore driven an already impoverished mass to
further impoverishment—and hunger; and (4) made it
difficult for businesses, particularly small- and mediumscale businesses, to thrive.
Forty years of that deadly mix of policies has
transformed the Philippines from the once bestperforming economy in the region that it was in the
1950s, before the IMF came to the picture, to an
outright humanitarian disaster. As business tycoon
John Gokongwei said in 1999, in an Asiaweek
interview, describing the economy, “many industries
have already died, and nearly all industries will die.”
The deadly mix of those three conditionalities was
compounded in recent years by the IMF-sponsored
policy of privatization. So, we privatized vital
industries, such as Petron, which immobilized
government from exercising the countervailing power
which all governments normally reserve against the
abuses of private economic power, such as the foreign
oil cartel.
The IMF formula for hunger—for that is what
those conditionalies have proved to be—is what
basically explains the chaotic state of the nation, the

loss of credibility of virtually every institution of the
government, the rising persistence of insurgency and
secessionism. Hunger and the oppressive economic
times into which the nation has been driven by those
conditionalities have made “everyone for himself” the
overriding mindset and national culture. That mindset
has come with the notion that government simply isn’t
in any position to govern any more and to enforce the
law—particularly against the rich and politically
powerful.
The conditionalities, particularly devaluation, have
made the cost of governing and providing for needed
social services simply prohibitive aside from having
killed businesses that provide government with
revenues.
With “everyone for himself” as the rule of
conduct, both public and private, and with government
virtually immobilized by its own powerlessness, what
can one expect but the emergence of organized
factions bent on the pursuit of nothing less than their
respective self-interests and the elimination of factions
that stand on the way.
These are the conditions that breed civil war.
The path toward civil war has been widened by
the total discredit into which the Armed Forces have
fallen. The military is the only institution in society
capable of restoring law and order where civilian
government has failed. But to perform that function,
the military must be possessed of a minimal amount of
respectability and credibility and, of course, integrity.
Those attributes, however, are nowhere in sight today.
Whatever hope people entertained, that somehow
the military establishment harbors within its corrupt
breast idealistic young officers who could, in a period
of national anarchy and despair, catapult the military
into political power which would be accepted by the
general populace, evaporated with the recent
capitulation of the Magdalos, to the very government
they had indicted for corruption and treason.
So, all is darkness and despair with nothing but the
prospect of more hunger to come. This is the type of
situation which invites civil war and the terrorism that
we are now seeing in Iraq. Except that in the case
of the Philippines, the geo-political factor is
considerably more complex because here we have the
U.S., China and radical Islam in actual contention.
And so, we could simply wind up being carved
three-ways. In which case, it is goodbye to Wow
Philippines.
And thank you, IMF. Thank you for transforming
what was once the best-performing and most
promising economy in East Asia into an outright case
of humanitarian disaster.
[Sincere thanks to you, Mr. Lichauco, for the
concern you show for your fellow man. We have no
doubt your efforts in exposing this hideous beast will
have some very positive results, although we continue
to work for peaceful resolution through God’s Plan.]
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IMF Plan Revealed By Stiglitz
Former WB Chief Economist
9/29/04—#1 (18-44)
MON., OCT. 11, 2004 9:52 A.M. YR 18, DAY 56
Manila, Philippines
RE: IMF-WB, “NOT THE DEBT, BUT ITS
CONDITIONS”, AMADO GAT INCIONG—EJE
***
For more than six years we have been
preaching (yea, sadly, that is the correct word) to
the peoples of Southeast Asia that they must
recognize and know their “enemy” in order to
escape its economic tyranny. We do not know Mr.
Inciong and probably have not met him so we claim
no credit for his insight. He has, however, given us
a great boost in credibility in publishing the following
article.
[D: I will effort to retype this article from the
newspaper as accurately as possible so that it can
be formatted for sharing and use. We have great
difficulty scanning or taking some email or Internet
material for our presentations so it is often easier
to retype it. I have emphasized in one or two
places, even though the entire article needs
emphasizing.]
[QUOTING:]
THE CULPRIT:
NOT THE DEBT, BUT ITS CONDITIONS
The Daily TRIBUNE, 10/8/04
By Amado Gat Inciong.
Current concern about the fiscal crisis is
focused mainly on the level of our public debt and
the ability of the government to service it. As of
the end-2003, the total debt stock of our national
government (NG) was P3.35 trillion [$59.8B]; the
total public debt stock, however, was P5.39 trillion
[$96.3B]. The latter includes the debts of
government-owned and -controlled corporations, like
National Power Corp’s (Napocor), and the NGguaranteed debts like the P36 billion loan brokered
by Code-NGO for a commission of P1.4 billion.
Almost entirely missed in the discussion of the
fiscal crisis are the conditions attached to the debt
by the World Bank (WB)-International Monetary
Fund (IMF). Examined closely, these conditions
are the critical problem, not the debt itself. Without
the conditions, the debt could serve as a crucial
positive factor for development. With the
conditions, the debt becomes a strangling trap from
which there is no way out.
Without the conditions attached to the debt, it
would have been entirely our fault if our loans were
not used profitably to generate funds not only for
debt service, but also for development; they even
acted to decimate already established industries,
especially in manufacturing, resulting in the loss of

thousands of jobs.
What are these conditions and why are they the
critical problem?
There are two types of conditions: (1) general
and continuing and (2) ad hoc and specific. The
general and continuing conditions today are
liberalization, deregulation, privatization, level playing
field, a floating rate currency system and automatic
debt service. These conditions were preceded by
decontrol and devaluation and a labor-intensive
export-oriented strategy of development. There are
other continuing conditions: the installation of a
resident WB-IMF monetary overseer in the Bangko
Sentral and the deployment of technocrats beholden
to the WB-IMF in key government posts. On the
other hand, some examples of the ad hoc/specific
conditions are: the Electric Power Industry Reform
Act (Epira), the Oil Deregulation Act, the Special
Assets Vehicle Act, the special law for the payment
of P2 billion arrearages of the Oil Price Stabilization
Fund to the oil companies, and many others.
Let us use Epira to illustrate the viciousness of
the debt conditions. The enactment of Epira was
used by the WB-IMF as a condition for the release
of some $500 million worth of already approved
loans. Hence, to facilitate the release of the loans,
members of Congress [approximately 275] were
bribed P500,000 each [$10,000, a total of $2.75M]
to enact Epira soonest. Only Sen. Juan Ponce
Enrile did not vote for it. The WB-IMF’s clients—
the transnational power players—are interested in
taking over the transmission and generation assets
of Napocor. To make the takeover possible, Epira
transferred all transmission and generation assets of
Napocor to Transco and Psalm for auction to the
transnational power players. The proceeds of the
sale, estimated at $6 billion, are earmarked for debt
service to the WB-IMF. On the other hand, Epira
transferred all the debts of Napocor to the
taxpayers, including the P0.85 per kwh arrearages
resulting from the P0.40 cap placed by President
Arroyo on the purchased power adjustment (PPA)
during the election campaign. Consequently,
Napocor’s debt has ballooned to P1.4 trillion [$25B],
a major component of the total public debt of P5.39
trillion.
[To show the technique: The debt of $25B
will be “assumed by” the national government
(taxpayers); the asset will be sold to realize $6B
to be paid to the IMF/WB; and rates to
electricity users will be increased hugely (as in
Argentina) to “repay the debt” (which no longer
exists) so the new “transnational power players”
get all the benefits of the rate increases. The
increased cash flow, without the burden of the
old debt, will pay back the new buyers in 2-3
years and it is all profit after that. The bribes of
$2.75 million to Congress were not all; they had
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to bribe the President, certain cabinet members
and the Napocor execs, also, but that is peanuts
compared to the billions they will reap from the
ownership of the basic energy supply to 82 +
million people every year.]
The WB-IMF attached the first debt condition
to a loan of $300 million to the Macapagal
administration in 1962. This condition was the
adoption of decontrol and devaluation policies in
place of the system of import and exchange
controls prevailing at the time. [Decontrol and
devaluation have turned that one $300M debt of
approximately 600M pesos into a debt of 16,800B
pesos while bleeding billions upon billions of pesos
sacrificed to purchase “foreign exchange” dollars
with which to pay the annual interest. If it required
P36M to service that debt in 1962, it now requires
P1B every year.] Import and exchange controls
were imposed by the Quirino administration in 1950
to stop the senseless hemorrhage of dollars for the
importation of non-essential goods and for junkets
abroad. But Filipino businessmen led by Dr.
Salvador Araneta, then the country’s national
economic coordinator, transformed import and
exchange controls into an import substitution
strategy of development. Under the protection of
controls, thousands of factories emerged in the
country. These factories were engaged in the
manufacture of food, wood, pharmaceutical,
cement, flour, textile, paint, pulp and paper, glass,
chemicals, fertilizer, communication, appliance,
electronics, plastic, fuel, machine parts, engineering
equipment, among others. Most factories were
concentrated in Metro Manila, but factories were
also set up in Illigan City to take advantage of
cheap power in the vicinity of Maria Cristna Falls.
As the import substitution strategy of development
matured into a Filipino First policy toward the close
of the decade, FilOil and the Illigan Integrated Steel
Mill were established. The Philippines, rated at the
time the second most developed economy in Asia,
was on the road to industrialization.
But the first condition, decontrol and devaluation,
pulled the rug from under the feet of the import
substitution industries. Decontrol opened the country’s
market to the competition of imported goods and
devaluation effectively doubled the costs of imported
machineries, spare parts and raw materials. Deprived
of the protection of import and exchange controls,
hundreds of Filipino-owned factories were immediately
decimated or marginalized. Thousands of jobs
perished in the process. Decontrol policies, which
continue to this very day in the form of import
liberalization, have barred resumption or revival of the
industrialization effort.
During martial law, as the Marcos regime became
increasingly dependent on foreign loans for its survival,
more conditions on the ballooning debt were imposed
by the WB-IMF. [The evidence suggests that the
ballooning debt and conditions occurred AFTER
the Marcos regime.] Technocrats beholden to the
WB-IMF were placed in key government posts.
These technocrats are now reinforced by the AGILE
moles. In place of Filipino-owned import substitution
industries, export processing zones were established
with more loans for the benefit of transnational
corporations in search of cheap and docile workers,
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tax holidays, subsidized power and communication
facilities, state-of-the-art road system, and a secure
environment. A floating rate currency system, which
institutionalized devaluation, was decreed; at the cost
of the current volatility of the peso in relation to the
dollar is this system. Tariff leveling was effected on
thousands of imported goods; this was done even at a
time when the United States and other developed
countries were raising their tariff walls. A resident
WB-IMF overseer was installed in the Central
Bank (now Bangko Sentral) TO INSURE
ADHERENCE TO THE WB-IMF DEBT
CONDITIONS.
In 1995, the Ramos administration accessed the
country into the Uruguay Round covenants of the
World Trade Organization, entering the lions’ den of
global trade unprepared for the competition. In
effect, the accession had relocated national
sovereignty in this country from the Filipino people
to the market and, no matter what the Constitution
says, transformed liberalization, deregulation,
privatization and level playing field into state
policies.
In sum, these conditions closed all avenues to
industrialization and national economic planning for
the Philippines. Under a regime of liberalization,
deregulation, privatization and level playing field—
in other words, under a free trade system or
globalization—industrialization for the Philippines is
simply not an option.
The University of the Philippines economists,
Rep. Joey Salceda and the Arroyo administration
are recommending a roadmap out of the fiscal
crisis: new taxes imposed, old taxes increased,
reduction of the “pork barrel”, a freeze on the
internal revenue allotment of local government units,
a major increase in the power rate and the
contraction of the bureaucracy. If we follow this
roadmap, they say, we will get a credit upgrade
from our creditors and become eligible for MORE
loans. But that will only plunge the nation deeper
into the debt conditions with more tragic
consequences.
The critics of the proposed roadmap are not any
different. They want the government to renegotiate
the debt, perhaps to reduce the debt level and/or to
relax the terms of payment. Which means the
nation will remain entrapped in the debt conditions.
Therefore, it is not enough the country gets a
credit upgrade and becomes eligible for more loans;
neither is it enough the debt is renegotiated. The
strangling conditions attached to the debt must be
removed or drastically revamped to transform the
debt from a vicious trap into a positive instrument
for development and growth. Short of this, taking
the pain package (another name for the roadmap)
or renegotiation will merely prolong the agony.
Amado Gat Inciong
[END QUOTING]
Now let us add to this a paper provided to
many “influential people” here in the Philippines,
although Sakiasi Genewa did a much better job of
distributing it in Papua New Guinea. Our
introduction: “This article is provided as a courtesy
of GAIA because it independently confirms the
TOOLS being used to bludgeon the peoples of the
world into submission to the International Banking
Cartel.”
[QUOTING:]

THE GLOBALIZER
WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD
The Observer, London, 10/10/01
By Greg Palast
JOE STIGLITZ: TODAY’S WINNER OF THE
NOBEL PRIZE IN ECONOMICS
The World Bank’s former Chief Economist’s
accusations are eye-popping—including how the
IMF and U.S. Treasury fixed the Russian elections
“It has condemned people to death,” the former
apparatchik told me. This was like a scene out of
Le Carre. The brilliant old agent comes in from the
cold, crosses to our side, and in hours of debriefing,
empties his memory of horrors committed in the name
of a political ideology he now realizes has gone rotten.
And here before me was a far bigger catch than
some used Cold War spy. Joseph Stiglitz was Chief
Economist of the World Bank. To a great extent, the
new world economic order was his theory come to life.
I “debriefed” Stiglitz over several days, at
Cambridge University, in a London hotel and finally in
Washington in April 2001 during the big confab of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. But
instead of chairing the meetings of ministers and
central bankers, Stiglitz was kept exiled safely behind
the blue police cordons, the same as the nuns carrying
a large wooden cross, the Bolivian union leaders, the
parents of AIDS victims and the other ‘antiglobalization’ protesters. The ultimate insider was now
on the outside.
In 1999 the World Bank fired Stiglitz. He was
not allowed quiet retirement; U.S. Treasury Secretary
Larry Summers, I’m told, demanded a public
excommunication for Stiglitz’ having expressed his first
mild dissent from globalization World Bank style.
Here in Washington we completed the last of
several hours of exclusive interviews for The
Observer and BBC TV’s Newsnight about the real,
often hidden, workings of the IMF, World Bank, and
the bank’s 51% owner, the U.S. Treasury.
And here, from sources unnamable (not Stiglitz),
we obtained a cache of documents marked,
“confidential”, “restricted”, and “not otherwise (to be)
disclosed without World Bank authorization”.
Stiglitz helped translate one from bureaucratise, a
“Country Assistance Strategy”. There’s an Assistance
Strategy for every poorer nation, designed, says the
World Bank, after careful in-country investigation.
But according to insider Stiglitz, the Bank’s staff
‘investigation’ consists of close inspection of a nation’s
5-star hotels. It concludes with the Bank staff meeting
some begging, busted finance minister who is handed
a ‘restructuring agreement’ pre-drafted for his
‘voluntary’ signature (I have a selection of these).
[We hope Mr. Inciong can obtain the one for the
Philippines for publication.]
Each nation’s economy is individually analyzed,
then, says Stiglitz, the Bank hands every minister the
same exact four-step program.
Step One is Privatization—which Stiglitz said could
more accurately be called, ‘Briberization’. Rather than
object to the sell-offs of state industries, he said
national leaders—using the World Bank’s demands to
silence local critics—happily flogged their electricity
and water companies. “You could see their eyes
widen” at the prospect of 10% commissions paid to
Swiss bank accounts for simply shaving a few billion
off the sale price of national assets. [It has been
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reported, many times, that the IMF/WB may
“reallow” as much as 20% of the interest
collected from a nation to bribe the politicians of
the nation to assure the continuance of their
interest payments. The interest payments of the
Philippines amount to $5-6B annually, meaning that
there are some P56B available to “maintain the
status quo”.]
And the U.S. government knew it, charges Stiglitz,
at least in the case of the biggest ‘briberization’ of all, the
1995 Russian sell-off. “The U.S. Treasury view was this
was great as we wanted Yeltsin re-elected. We don’t
care if it’s a corrupt election. We want the money to
go to Yeltsin,” via kickbacks for his campaign.
Stiglitz is no conspiracy nutter ranting about Black
Helicopters. The man was inside the game, a member
of Bill Clinton’s cabinet as Chairman of the President’s
council of economic advisors.
Most ill-making for Stiglitz is that the U.S.-backed
oligarchs stripped Russia’s industrial assets, with the
effect that the corruption scheme cut national output
nearly in half, causing depression and starvation.
After briberization, Step Two of the IMF/World
Bank one-size-fits-all rescue-your-economy plan is
‘Capital Market Liberalization’. In theory, capital market
deregulation allows investment capital to flow in and out.
Unfortunately, as in Indonesia and Brazil, the money
simply flowed out and out. Stiglitz calls this the “Hot
Money” cycle. Cash comes in for speculation in real
estate and currency [and stocks], then flees at the first
whiff of trouble [also instigated by the hedge funds’ hot
money managers]. A nation’s reserves can drain in
days, hours. And when that happens, to seduce
speculators into returning a nation’s own capital funds, the
IMF demands these nations raise interest rates to 30%,
50% and 80%.
“The result was predictable,” said Stiglitz of the Hot
Money tidal waves in Asia and Latin America. Higher
interest rates demolished property values, savaged
industrial production and drained national treasuries.
At this point, the IMF drags the gasping nation to
Step Three: Market-Based Pricing, a fancy term for
raising prices on food, water and cooking gas. This
leads, predictably, to Step-Three-and-a-Half: what Stiglitz
calls, “The IMF riot”. [Philippines, how far away from
these are you?]
The IMF riot is painfully predictable. When a nation
is, “down and out, [the IMF] takes advantage and
squeezes the last pound of blood out of them. They turn
up the heat until, finally, the whole cauldron blows up,”
as when the IMF eliminated food and fuel subsidies for
the poor in Indonesia in 1998. Indonesia exploded into
riots, but there are other examples—the Bolivian riots
over water prices last year and this February, the riots
in Ecuador over the rise in cooking gas prices imposed
by the World Bank. You’d almost get the impression
that the riot is written into the plan.
And it is. What Stiglitz did not know is that, while
in the States, BBC and The Observer obtained several
documents from inside the World Bank, stamped over
with those pesky warnings, “confidential”, “restricted”,
“not to be disclosed”. Let’s get back to one: the “Interim
Country Assistance Strategy” for Ecuador: in it the Bank
several times states—with cold accuracy—that they
expected their plans to spark, “social unrest”, to use their
bureaucratic term for a nation in flames.
That’s not surprising. The secret report notes that
the plan to make the U.S. dollar Ecuador’s currency has
pushed 51% of the population below the poverty line.
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The World Bank “Assistance” plan simply calls for
facing down civil strife and suffering with: “political
resolve”—and still higher prices. [Look familiar?]
The IMF riots (and by riots I mean peaceful
demonstrations dispersed by bullets, tanks and teargas)
cause new panicked flights of capital and government
bankruptcies. This economic arson has it’s bright side—
for foreign corporations, who can then pick off remaining
assets, such as the odd mining concession or port, at fire
sale prices. [How about “cash-cow” utilities?]
Stiglitz notes that the IMF and World Bank are not
heartless adherents to market economics. At the same
time the IMF stopped Indonesia “subsidizing” food
purchases, “When the banks need a bail-out, intervention
(in the market) is welcome.” The IMF scrounged up
tens of billions of dollars to save Indonesia’s financiers
and, by extension, the U.S. and European banks from
which they had borrowed.
A pattern emerges. There are lots of losers in this
system but one clear winner: the Western banks and
U.S. Treasury, making the big bucks off this crazy new
international capital churn. Stiglitz told me about his
unhappy meeting, early in his World Bank tenure, with
Ethiopia’s new president in the nation’s first democratic
election. The World Bank and IMF had ordered Ethiopia
to divert aid money to its reserve account at the U.S.
Treasury, which pays a pitiful 4% return, while the nation
borrowed U.S. dollars at 12% to feed its population. The
new president begged Stiglitz to let him use the aid money
to rebuild the nation. But no, the loot went straight off
to the U.S. Treasury’s vault in Washington.
Now we arrive at Step Four of what the IMF and
World Bank call their “poverty reduction strategy”: Free
Trade. This is free trade by the rules of the World
Trade Organization and World Bank; Stiglitz the insider
likens free trade WTO-style to the Opium Wars. “That
too was about opening markets,” he said. As in the 19th
Century, Europeans and Americans today are kicking
down the barriers to sales in Asia, Latin American and
Africa, while barricading our own markets against Third
World agriculture.
In the Opium Wars, the West used military
blockades to force open markets for their unbalanced
trade. Today, the World Bank can order a financial
blockade just as effective—and sometimes just as deadly.
Stiglitz is particularly emotional over the WTO’s
intellectual property rights treaty (it goes by the acronym
TRIPS, more on that in the next chapters). It is here,
says the economist, that the new global order has
“condemned people to death” by imposing impossible
tariffs and tributes to pay to pharmaceutical companies
for branded medicines. “They don’t care,” said the
professor of the corporations and bank loans he worked
with, “if people live or die.”
By the way, don’t be confused by the mix in this
discussion of the IMF, World Bank and WTO. They are
interchangeable masks of a single governance system.
They have locked themselves together by what are
unpleasantly called, “triggers”. Taking a World Bank
loan for a school “triggers” a requirement to accept
every “conditionality”—they average 111 per nation—laid
down by both the World Bank and IMF. In fact, said
Stiglitz, the IMF requires nations to accept trade policies
more punitive than the official WTO rules.
Stiglitz’ greatest concern is that World Bank plans,
devised in secrecy and driven by an absolutist ideology,
are never open for discourse or dissent. Despite the
West’s push for elections throughout the developing
world, the so-called Poverty Reduction Programs

“undermine democracy”.
And they don’t work. Black Africa’s productivity
under the guiding hand of IMF structural “assistance”
has gone to hell in a handbag. Did any nation avoid this
fate? Yes, said Stiglitz, identifying Botswana. Their
trick? “They told the IMF to go packing.”
So then I turned on Stiglitz. OK, Mr. Smart-Guy
Professor, how would you help developing nations?
Stiglitz proposed radical land reform, an attack at the
heart of “landlordism”, on the usurious rents charged by
the propertied oligarchies worldwide, typically 50% of a
tenant’s crops. So I had to ask the professor: As you
were top economist at the World Bank, why didn’t the
Bank follow your advice?
“If you challenge [land ownership], that would be a
change in the power of the elites. That’s not high on
their agenda.” Apparently not.
Ultimately, what drove him to put his job on the line
was the failure of the banks and U.S. Treasury to
change course when confronted with the crises—failures
and suffering perpetrated by their four-step monetarist
mambo. Every time their free market solutions failed, the
IMF simply demanded more free market policies.
“It’s a little like the Middle Ages,” the insider told
me, “When the patient died they would say, ‘Well, we
stopped the bloodletting too soon; he still had a little blood
in him.’”
I took away from my talks with the professor that
the solution to world poverty and crisis is simple: remove
the bloodsuckers.
A version of this was first published as “The
IMF’s Four Steps to Damnation” in The Observer
(London) in April and another version in The Big
Issue—that’s the magazine that the homeless flog on
platforms in the London Underground. Big Issue
offered equal space to the IMF, whose “deputy chief
media officer” wrote:
“... I find it impossible to respond given the depth
and breadth of hearsay and misinformation in
[Palast’s] report.”
Of course it was difficult for the Deputy Chief to
respond. The information (and documents) came
from the unhappy lot inside his agency and the
World Bank.
[END QUOTING]
Every writer that we read has the ability to parrot
the problems. A few, such as Messrs Erick San Juan,
Amado Gat Inciong, Alejandro Lichauco, and Herman Tiu
Laurel, have even reached the conclusion that it is the
IMF/WB plus WTO tools that are doing the damage;
they just can’t seem to recognize who wields the tools,
and what to do about it.
Lichauco has come the closest when he writes in his
column of October 7, 2004, “The conclusion of this piece:
There must now be launched a nationwide revolution
against the foreign debt. That revolution can begin with
a Senate resolution declaring the sense of that body that
the debt should be repudiated.”
Even though the simplest of legal minds should be
able to see that those debts are fraudulent, no one dares
speak of it. Without the conviction that there is a
reasonable, logical way of succeeding as a nation without
foreign money, no nation dares be the first to repudiate
IMF/WB debt. Had the Argentineans had the support
of even a few other debtor nations three years ago, they
could have led a world-wide repudiation. They actually
had part of the solution when they issued an internal
currency to pay their public servants—maybe next time
they, or another nation, will succeed. When the
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repudiation is worldwide, there is little the IMF/WB can
do about it.
Repudiation, or even having the IMF/WB “forgive”
the debt, is only a partial solution, however, for the same
factors that caused the problems in the first place are still
in the system. There is only one true solution to the
dilemma: Base the currencies on gold so the
International Banking Cartel (IBC) cannot manipulate the
value of currencies, stocks, and real estate to re-create
the need for international debt.
With a gold-based currency all of a nation’s currency
is “foreign exchange”. There is no need to vie for and
pay high prices for foreign loans, investments, visitors, or
to send the nation’s most valuable people overseas to
earn and send money home. There is no need to tax the
people’s income to get the money to run the government.
There IS a need to protect local industries with tariffs and
customs duties until they have had time and opportunity
to mechanize, modernize and specialize so that when, if
ever, they wish to compete in the world market they can
do so successfully.
There IS a need to issue the money needed to
purchase the gold to serve as the RESERVES for the
nation’s currency and internal banking system so that the
nation can complete its infrastructure, including the repair
of its out-of-date or worn-out facilities. None of the socalled Third World Countries will have to look beyond
their own borders for 20 or more years for something to
keep their citizens busy and prosperous. Revolutions are
difficult to start among a people that are busy and
prosperous; peace, real, not coerced, peace is a costless,
joyful byproduct.
Is there enough gold so that all of the world’s
currencies could be based upon gold? We believe there
is, even at $400 per ounce. There are serious
investigators that say gold should be $25,000 per ounce.
There are also rumors that the internationalists have
managed to garner more than two million metric tons of
gold in their 100-year effort to gain control of all of it.
There are more than 100 unrecovered “buried treasure”
sites in the Philippines that could yield one thousand or
more tons in each site but there must be a stable and
citizen-friendly Administration before those who know the
location of those sites will disclose them. And there are
millions of ounces of gold not yet mined and refined.
Perhaps the most difficult concept to express, and to
accept, is the fact that it does not matter what is the
quantity or price of gold once all currencies are gold
based.
The asset of Global Alliance Investment Association
(GAIA), a debt of the U.S. Treasury guaranteed by the
Federal Reserve System and payable in gold, can serve
as the initial RESERVE FOUNDATION upon which
any, and every, nation can begin to purchase the gold that
it needs to underpin its currency. That is our mission and
we will succeed. The only question left unanswered is:
Which nations will join and succeed with us—and when?
As anyone can see, as nations join this Association the
price of gold will undoubtedly go up, benefiting most those
nations who join earliest. Interested parties may contact
us at the numbers given below:
E J Ekker, President
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 870-5351
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Philippines
Tel 843-1698; Fax 843-1707
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Quakes And Other Disruptions
What Can’t You Understand?
10/9/04—#1 (18-54)
SAT., OCT. 9, 2004 11:13 A.M. YR 18, DAY 54
Manila, Philippines
RE: WATCH IT: QUAKES, PLANES DOWN,
RALLIES, U.S. INVESTIGATIONS. WHAT
CAN’T YOU UNDERSTAND?—GCH/D
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT NECESSARY?
One more chance to my little Manila TEAM:
Dharma, DO NOT GO OUT—PERIOD, END OF
ARGUMENT.
VERY LOW-PROFILE FOR EJ AND STAY
IN HEAVILY POPULATED AREAS AT ALL
TIMES WHEN OUT FOR ANY REASON.
The Mall does not open for whatever you need
other than in the Grocery Mart so do not go EARLY
to anywhere for your needs are mostly where there
are no groceries.
EJ, take Mark with you, also to lunch or to be
visibly seen but with the added protection of having an
accompanying person.
Dharma, keep all doors locked and secured and no
casual “accidental” reception of ANYONE to the
apartment. It makes it difficult for the security teams
to monitor when ANYONE is an “exception” while so
much is taking place in the building construction-wise
giving access to stairs and fire exits to a variety of
UNKNOWN persons.
If that is all CLEAR, please allow us to continue
on troubles in Pasig River City and why you will be
most cautious with our persons.
If nothing else could get your attention seriously
enough to gain notice, let us consider the C130 down
at the INTERNATIONAL airport. The incident,
however, was planned to have the plane not get back
on the ground at the airport but to ditch in the ocean.
All aboard the plane were GMA (Presidential Security
Group) parties headed to Cebu.
Never mind the near seven-point earthquake
striking last evening at bedtime. It is listed as a
tectonic shift to allay panic and terror. It was too close
to active volcanoes to fail to note such proximity.
STOP the nonsense. With Mt. St. Helens erupting and
blowing ash—the obvious is that the Ring of Fire is
under every kind of attack from volcanoes to quakes
to more storms engulfing, at the least, Japan. It might
well be a reminder that Japan just experienced, ALSO,
two very frightening quakes, both over 7 points. PAY
ATTENTION! I am ever so slightly annoyed that you
take such “coincidences” so casually when we are
ready to breach the crest of this mountain we are
climbing.
There are “other” events planned for your
entertainment regarding that official trip to Hanoi so
don’t go back to sleep.
It is serious enough that I came very near to
simply requesting that Mark remain in place for
another few days—at least through the meeting on
Thursday. That is not necessary but there are other
dangerous things afoot, and now that they have pulled
off the first aircraft incident the next either will run

closely behind this one or be delayed until the next
required “off-shore” meeting of International note—
OR, one of the treks to Mindanao on ridiculous
“Peace” talks now simmering.
ATTENTION FROM U.S. AGENTS
Are YOU in “danger” or consideration by U.S.
treasury-intelligence agents combing the “clean it up”
corridors of big players? NO! It has been over six
years that we have stood clean, clear and under
constant surveillance and acted in every way as lawful
visitors, business venture potential partners AND we
now focus on the TA FDN to make VERY
CAREFUL STEPS TO INSURE CLEAN-CLEAR
REGISTRATION, PUBLIC NOTICE, AND BUILD
OUR FOUNDATION STRUCTURE IN A
TOTALLY
COMPETENT
WAY
WITH
INTEGRITY.
Everything has NOT been without ability to seek
and destroy the very organization and it must not be
allowed to further blossom. We will have to make
sure we get “members” who will act in total integrity
on BEHALF of the FDN and NOT for self-interests.
I do not wish to publicly pursue this line of discussion
in this writing.
If the U.S., especially Treasury, wanted to shut
down Global Alliance, they have had, certainly, since
1996 TO DO SO. We will “never mind” the
assignment of August 5, 1993. All the interim debris
had to be cleared away.
The IMF-WB are the only obstacles to this
program and they are losing stature by their own
dealings with no “help” from us.
The Philippines is bankrupt, starving and hungry
people are NOT “reasonable”. I, however, NEED
YOU so don’t play in any even questionable games.
Consider some of the “information” as “warnings”
to stay clear of the minefields and act accordingly. It
is, however, an opportunity to clean up the FDN in
time to remain clean and RWA (Ready, Willing and
Able) to function on instant notice. We have to get
these people fed and that must be immediately
accomplished. Dead citizens are NOT “good” citizens
for they are simply “dead” people. Handing out
coupons or even a cup or so of rice is NOT a solution
for there needs to be TONS AND TONS of food
distributed. Moreover, there is enough food in seized
(by customs) items in warehouses RIGHT NOW to
feed everyone in point for a few days or weeks.
Those commodities simply are taken and to be sold by
the crooks and government or publicly destroyed to
make a show-and-tell.
Please note the government doesn’t destroy the
storable items, just perishable fruits. Those fruits alone,
however, could give nourishment to thousands and
thousands for several weeks.
I suggest that with the travel of the “morning” that
you get some Lysine in GNC, some Silica if they
have it and some CoQ—. Then in the other store get
gluten if they have it, four or five packages, and a bit
more SPELT flour and replace the flakes—one or two
packages if they still have any. Then we will put it
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through a freeze cycle. I am NOT interested in your
“food plans” of the “drown in entropy” style of
“ideas”. I want Spelt into you, cinnamon and honey
INTO you, some butter-fat INTO YOU on that toast
and as high a ratio of spelt with a bit of bread flour
to make a useable loaf and GO FOR IT as simply as
is possible.
I would rather have you grind your own peanuts
for “butter” than use that with the sugar added, please.
We are not managing anyone “else’s” diet or program,
especially not Mark’s for he must adhere to that which
allows for his “health” attentions. I HAVE TO HAVE
YOU TWO ON MEAT PROTEIN—and no,
veggies will NOT “cut it”! There is no way for
you to eat enough to further harm you or any
individual unless there are obvious allergies. This
includes some bit of MSG and Aspartame if you
miss it in your investigative microscopes. I
CANNOT HAVE YOU TWO EKKERS
DISTRACTED INTO SUCH AVENUES WHEN
YOUR PLATES ARE OVERFLOWING WITH
OTHER FOCUSES OF OUR PROGRAM/
PROJECT.
This in NO WAY causes ANYONE else to do
anything or even be confused. Good health is
imperative but can also take ALL OF YOUR TIME
and more. It is not useful to our needs AT HAND.
I have asked you to hit the acupuncture trigger points
hard to keep EJ walking as the Post-Zoster nerve
damage becomes more and more apt to fail and result
in injury otherwise. It is fine; do not make a big
“cause” of this, please.
This is, in addition, WHY I ask that Mark go right
on with his planned work in the technical aspects of
his training for everything “else” in this place is too
premature and obviously is a distraction and something
open, it appears, for grab-off.
Since the focus is obviously on the travelers, i.e.,
GMA’s entourage to Cebu, etc., let us assume that the
airport will be clear in Manila for a few days. The
entourage in the ill-fated plane mentioned above was
headed South in preparation for her trip upon her
return from Hanoi.
Let us get Mark on track “safely” and it would
appear he is OK if he can get OUT before an airport
closure as may well be planned. There are other
IMPORTANT persons needing to use that airport in
the next couple of days so “windows” of opportunity
are important of which to take note—I cannot
individually instruct because of the further UNDUE
focus on everything “we” do. Moreover, with
investigators here looking perchance for some of the
Tallano-associates including himself, it is probably far
safer and less noted if schedules are kept with Mark.
Or, if a choice remains to stay until after Thursday
next, we can check the new “windows” but it actually
does get more complicated to get in and/or out and
security must be our primary concern.
Now, if there is still something not understood,
please study the paper as there are at least five things
to note which are as critical and confrontational as
would be possible outside direct confrontation.
Dharma stays “in” for there is actually no need
for otherwise—just isolate her as appropriate—I
CANNOT BE WITHOUT MY HANDS! Otherwise,
be casual and EJ will have “regular activities” which
DO NOT give undue attention in a regular mode of
movement. Here is where “age” is good reason for
“mum” not being out and about too much.
Monday activities? Good grief, we cover Monday
on Monday, please.
GCH
dharma
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The following brief articles relate to the
preceding writing by GCH and are well worthy of
your attention. Recent activity all around the
“Ring of Fire” has tremendous portent, especially
with renewed volcanic activity at Mount St. Helens
and elsewhere in the Cascades, along with
rumblings from the other side of the Pacific Plate.
[QUOTING:]
MAJOR QUAKE ROCKS MANILA
Associated Press, 10/8/04
Manila—An earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4
shook Manila on Friday night, swaying high rises,
knocking out power over a wide area and sending
frightened residents into the streets. There were no
immediate reports of injuries or damage.
The shaking began at 10:35 p.m. and lasted for
more than a minute. The epicenter of the quake was
on Mindoro island, 55 miles south-southwest of Manila.
The temblor was felt over a wide area, including
nearly 90 miles north of the sprawling capital on the
main Philippine island of Luzon.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Colorado said on its
Web site the magnitude was 6.4 at a depth of about
73 miles. A magnitude 6 quake can cause severe
damage.
Panicked residents and hotel guests poured into the
capital’s streets. Police were easing traffic away from
a condemned building that was cracking and dropping
debris. Utility company Meralco reported widespread
power outages, possibly due to damaged power lines.
The Philippines is along the so-called Pacific “Ring
of Fire”, where earthquakes and volcanic activity are
common. A magnitude 6.2 quake shook Manila and
surrounding areas of Luzon three weeks ago.
The Philippine Institute of Vulcanology and
Seismology said Friday’s quake was believed to be in
the same fault line, along the Manila Trench.
A magnitude 7.7 earthquake in 1990 killed nearly
2,000 people on Luzon.
[END QUOTING]
News articles relating to the C130 incident in
Manila seemed to disappear from public view
rather quickly but we managed to find the
following report on an aviation-oriented website.
[QUOTING:]
C130 MAKES A SCREECHING HALT, 2
ENGINES OUT, 2 TYRES BLOWN OUT
By “SN26567”, 10/11/04
<http://www.luchtzak.be/article6065.html>
A Philippine Air Force pilot saved the lives of
more than 100 guards Friday when he made an
emergency landing after the plane they were traveling
in lost power in two of four engines.
Capt. Manuel Zambrano, pilot of the C-130, shut
down the inner right-wing engine when it showed an
uncontrollable rise in oil temperature just minutes after
taking off from the capital, Manila.
Zambrano then disabled the outer right engine after
it manifested a “discrepancy” and immediately turned the
plane around for an emergency landing at the airport.
Fearing the aircraft could overshoot the runway
and plow into vehicles and homes on a nearby road,
the pilot stepped on the brakes, causing two tires to
blow out but finally bringing the plane to a screeching
halt.
The C130 was ferrying 129 members of the
Presidential Security Group and several search dogs to
central Bohol province.
The presidential guards were transferred to another
C-130.
[END QUOTING]
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Global Community Moving
Into Cosmic Community
At this point we are going to digress, at the request
of management, to reprint an article from the inimitable
Soltec, written in 1999, but every bit as timely today with
recent activity around the “Ring of Fire”. Be prepared
and you can mitigate the damages. Better yet, “Change
your thinking and you can change your world.”
11/2/99—#1
By Antonious Soltec
THREE-DIMENSIONAL WORLDS
Professor Soltec present within the wondrous
expression of physical mysteries. And, students, if I see
farther, it is because I stand high on the shoulders of
those who came before me—with a given expression of
higher vision and recognition.
You of physical plane are limited by inabilities of
higher sensing to reach beyond the limitation of your
third-dimensional realizations, but are GIFTED with the
capability of reaching beyond that limitation through
MIND. However, the MIND must be filled with
KNOWLEDGE, not mystical fantasies and mystic myths.
I note that you have grown and some are now truly
capable of understanding the statements as to meaning
but are patient to allow the learning to take place
properly, through a proper sequence of input, so that
comprehension of a subject can properly lay foundations
upon which TRUE KNOWLEDGE can GROW.
My own experiences allow me to show you that
which is limited within your own physical-sensing
devices. These things are the things you MUST have
to make progressive movement into and within higher
realizations. The “topography” does not have to change,
but the concepts, realizations, attitudes and mind
dynamics MUST CHANGE and flow forward, lest you
be swallowed up, as most are entrapped, within the
limitations of silliness and foolishness of would-be kings
and gods of every sort. THIS IS REASON AND
LOGIC INTEGRATED WITHIN THE EMOTIONAL
HEART—GIVING, REGIVING AND LOVE OF
BROTHERHOOD. IN THIS “CHARACTER” OF
EXPRESSION, WE “CREATE” AND, IN CREATING
(AS IN CREATION), THERE MUST BE THAT FROM
WHICH WE CHOOSE PIECES OUT OF THE
UNREASONABLE, ILLOGICAL AND FALSE
EXPRESSIONS OF LOVE (WHICH ARE ACTUALLY
HATE OR INDIFFERENCE) OF WHAT IS
PRESENTED FOR OUR SELECTION.
As an example: If you take “Shaman Oracle” who
comes up with a gift from wherever and says, “This
clears parasites,” wonderful! Share it. BUT, when you
read contents of the product and find it is the SAME
concoction, basically, as your own product—already
proven—WHY CHANGE? If psyllium is the prime
cleaning agent in the concoction, then you have an
INFERIOR product to our own, in that the cleansing
“sweep” is not as effective, has more allergen potential
and does not have the ability to “scrape” the clinging
(dead or alive) parasites attached to the intestinal wall—
just hanging on for dear life, literally. I use this as an
example because it is in current consideration from
separated-out publishers trying to usurp more product
and viewers.
By the way, for the concerted efforts of such as
Rick Martin, et al., to be calling customers and clients

disclaiming values of New Gaia Products, a new “low”
has been achieved. For one wishing to make available,
for mankind, drias for instance, to those in Appalachia
and Ethiopia, this is a very strange way to accomplish
that end; by working diligently to get the very product
REMOVED from use by anyone! And yes, keep those
records and hold them CLOSELY, for we will not be at
disadvantage very much longer—even in “your”
counting acceptance.
Drias, for instance, will HOLD FOREVER, for they
are crystalline and, when not being fed or lighted, will
simply hibernate (go dormant). They feed off light and
other atmospheric particles which can actually pass right
through glass as if it were not present, and that’s all you
need to revive the activity. So, drias can actually be
stored in open sunlight, if you want.
Colloids hold FOREVER, as well, unless there is
some “outside” impact to cause the particulate held in
suspension within the solution to be “dropped out”. The
product is still good, even in that instance, if shaken
before use. In small quantities, as in colloidal
suspension, there is not enough metal, unless in massive
overdose, to give harm. It is not the “best” use of
product but, with metals and some minerals, too much
can cause problems.
As to the natural products, they too, if stored
properly, can have VALUE bordering on “infinity” but
will lose some of their quality through time, as energy
escapes and returns to its original and natural form. It
is this energy radiation that WE USE by setting the
silver colloid to “finish” in the energy field of the
DRIAS. ENERGY PASSES THROUGH ANY
CONTAINER
AND
DOES
ITS
OWN
ALCHEMIZATION WITH WHATEVER IS NEARBY.
EVEN THE VERY AIR SURROUNDING THE DRIAS
IS PURELY WONDERFUL AND COULD, IN FACT,
“HEAL” SICK AIR. AND NO, NO MAYAN SHAMAN
CAN OFFER YOU THIS, MY FRIENDS.
But let us speak of my topic, as a reminder, for the
day. I need to again focus on earthquakes because
YOU ARE GOING TO EXPERIENCE SOME MIGHTY
QUAKES. INDIA CAN, THIS DAY, FROM THE
MASSIVE STORM BEING EXPERIENCED, “SHOW”
YOU THAT ONE MASSIVE IMPACT OF THAT
WHICH IS CALLED “NATURE” CAN AND DOES
AFFECT ALL SYSTEMS.
In a relatively closed ecosystem, as is presented by
a PLANET, the balance is maintained through the system
itself. Get it out of balance and pressures build
exponentially, and recovery is difficult as one system
after another takes leave of its senses. You are then the
pawns, which will be toppled, twitched and shifted as
the BIGGER things take no note of you as individuals.
The dog, for instance, in shaking off its fleas, is not
taking note of a favorite flea, tick or mite.
We of God Creator will have to attend OUR
PEOPLE, and Satan will not bother to attend any of
his—and we certainly WILL NOT attend them FOR
him. No, we do not mean as in “goody two-shoes”.
We MEAN those in service and coalition with Creator,
vs. those who are in direct conflict with our movement
in a forward, creative circumstance, toward GOD
(goodness and balance in harmony). Separate from God
those of God’s true messengers and Hosts and you have
denied self a ticket OFF THE CLEANSING ORB. Evil
is not coming aboard to continue its dirty tricks. Yet,
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no, it does not mean that myriads of experiencing
PEOPLE will be destined to doom, for placement at
levels of experience will be cause for placement into
proper settings for protection of soul.
We do not need judge, for that will take care of
itself. And yes, many of the evil-intended will be left to
the chaos, destruction and devastation of that which
they have created. The better and positive “world” will
move forward as we create her to evolve, while the
remaining unbalanced “HELL” remains also intact but
most uncomfortable as to living facilities. It is time we
suggest you pay more attention to John’s revelation.
The FACTS are—and are those which are ignored
and used against you—that there is a major
SEPARATION already evolved. We have the basic
“ingredients” already in place, and all that is necessary
is the coalition of the parts thereof to simply have a
major separation, as the goodly-intended move away and
forward and the evil-intended remain or slide backward
within their entrapment. We have no TIME, as you
express it, however, to dwell on these topics, for the
time of presentation is passed and we must move on.
The information, as in these writings, will be established
and mankind can grow of his own volition—IF HE SO
CHOOSES. Those who serve in goodness will, of
choice, be on the Lighted “side” of the mid-line. Those
who are serving the evil side will simply, by stance, be
pulled onto that side of the proverbial “line”. WE DO
NOT MAKE THOSE DISTINCTIONS—YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN DISTINCTIONS, AND IGNORANCE
MAY WELL SERVE SOME, BUT IF AVAILABLE TO
TRUTH—IT WILL SERVE YOU NEGATIVELY. You
KNOW when what you are doing is WRONG, and all
the conjuring and preaching or voting will NOT MAKE
IT RIGHT.
FOLLOW WITH OR WITHIN THE LIE AND YOU
ARE STUCK WITHIN IT. YOU MAY WELL FOOL
SOME PEOPLE, YEA, EVEN ALL THE TIME,
BECAUSE THEY ARE BASICALLY ALREADY
SHARING THE LIE AND INTENT THEREOF. BUT
YOU CANNOT FOOL GOD ANY OF THE TIME! SO,
THOSE FOLLOWING THE LIE HAD BEST START
TAKING A GOOD, HARD AND NOW, HURRIED
LOOK AT SELVES AND INNER TRUTH. “THAT” IS
WHAT IS MEANT BY “GOING WITHIN” TO
ESTABLISH TRUTH FOR SELF. AND YES, INDEED,
SOME HAVE “BLOWN IT” BIGTIME!
Let us look briefly at that to which you can pretty
well relate, as to circumstances and individuals in your
life: Have you ever done EVERYTHING right, only to
see it all turn out wrong, in your perception? Does that
mean you’re a bad person? Does it mean God has
rejected you? Of course not. THIS IS “LIVING” AND
IT IS CALLED “EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCING”.
Certainly, Ron Carlson did NOTHING remotely wrong—
but he ended up in prison! So, what can you do when
these things of injustice are done unto you? You keep
right on doing and going with that which is RIGHT.
Listen to Truth, respect and follow GOD’S directions
and STAY CLOSE TO HIM. Then, beloved ones, stand
back and watch HIM work HIS PERFECT PLAN.
Within Truth, Love and Light—IS GOD—and that is
THAT WHICH IS YOU!
ADVERSITIES ARE ONLY BLESSINGS IN
DISGUISE!
WHEN ALL GOES WRONG, REMEMBER—
“NOTHING” HAS GONE WRONG.
REVAMPING OF CREW
“Revamping” is only “my” chosen term for allowing
easier flow of information, filling in where we need help
(i.e. pictures, etc., which cannot inexpensively be
provided from off-shore) and also allowing for more
topics of timely interest to be presented in CONTACT.
Our issues received in Manila are awaited like a new
supply of candy in the candy store. YOU ARE A

GLOBAL—AND WE ARE ALL NOW MOVING INTO
A COSMIC—COMMUNITY. Accept that fact, for
there is no running back to “before” Kentucky Fried
Chicken and McDonalds. The people of the Philippines
have as much right to ruin their health as anyone else
in an affluent society. YOU CANNOT GO BACK AND
CHANGE THAT WHICH IS PAST. We now move
forward with opportunity to CHANGE the
infrastructure, improve the ecology—and perhaps the
impact, even as Nature can recover, will bring a start
toward balance. You DO NOT take away the things of
wondrous technology and societal gifts—you improve
the quality of the people’s perception, desires and
capabilities to have the things of thriving lifestyles. You
will not have pornography and dissipation when an
individual has his dream and actually experiences
possibilities turned about into growth, rather than oblivion
in alternative distractions. And yes, WE CAN DO
THAT!
We are, therefore, depending on such as John Ray
to continue to keep up with the wonderful information
flow on banking, gold and other such topics, so that
they are not missed while we attend other focused
attention.
And yes, Ron, thank you for the quake information.
And do, please, provide the pictures that make
information understood. MOST of the people of today
CANNOT READ WITH COMPREHENSION.
I ask, for myself, that anything of importance
coming across the lines to your attention be run, if space
is available—and we can discuss it later, if necessary.
Advance opportunity is good but this scribe is
swamped. The variety of contributions is extremely
well-advised, and we realize that it is easier to begin
structuring a paper and getting part of it to layout
EARLY in the week, prior to press day.
For instance, and to not overgo my own boss, the
Marcos material can be “bumped” in favor of a variety
of urgent topics. We give and take to allow us to make
it through a tight economic time. This limitation is just
about finished and, therefore, yes indeed, we will need
workers, contributors and free-lance writers. WE WILL
NOT, HOWEVER, EVER GO INTO THE
“RECEIVING” LINES. NO MORE. THAT WAS
NECESSARY, AND WE HAD TO TAKE DRASTIC
SURGICAL MEASURES TO SEPARATE OUT THE
PRETENDERS, SO THAT “NO REFERENCE OR
FUTURE CONNECTION WOULD LUMP US WITHIN
THOSE SPECTRUM PROJECTIONS”.
CONTACT was being totally destroyed as a truthflow paper. The cult group had to be put aside. They
chose to keep the Spectrum paper as nearly like
CONTACT as possible to grab publicity and subscribers.
It WILL fail, but not until we are ready to bring that
final curtain down. We want the public to realize the
absurd and evil activities of the people involved, so as
to NOT EVER AGAIN CONSIDER ANY
CONNECTION. I MEAN, NEVER AGAIN.
What of those who got “sucked in” by them? What
of them? Choices are two-way avenues—OF
THOUGHT. Every individual has THE SAME AND
EQUAL appropriation of THOUGHT-processing and
decision-making. If they don’t immediately have all
data—then they should certainly acquire it—but that,
also, is a choice.
It is much as with earthquakes, readers: Most
people do NOT wish to be informed. They want the
magical knowing of WHEN, and HOW BIG and where
“THEY” should be to avoid negative impact. They do
not wish to be bored with information, insight or facts.
Ah but, when you know FACTS, you don’t find
mind-games or mystics flourishing OR fortunetellers
thriving.
I would like to leave the “general” discussions here
and move on to a couple of articles coming into focus.
One is EXTREMELY important for the West Coast of
California, and the other is a general discussion of a
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newly discovered “type” of fault construction. Actually,
both that I use today will deal with two of these
categories. THE PROJECTIONS REGARDING THE
NORTHWEST U.S. FAULT CENTERS SHOULD BE
UNDER CONSTANT ATTENTION. WHEN YOU
HAVE MULTIPLE DISRUPTIONS AROUND THE
WHOLE OF ANY GIVEN PLATE HUB, YOU ARE
GOING TO ATTRACT METEORITES BECAUSE OF
THE MAGNETIC WAVE PULLING-POWER
UNLEASHED. WITH THIS “CORRUPTION” UNDER
THE SEAS AND IMPACTING OBJECTS FROM THE
COSMOS, YOU HAVE A SETUP FOR DEVASTATION
TO MATCH SCALLION’S MAPPING. Frankly,
anything SHORT OF THAT is wondrous to
contemplate. And yes, to you back home, it is good to
be in an area that may well shake, rattle and roll, but the
desirable place to ride it out—is in an area that will
undergo upthrust. Indeed, there are ancient signs
available for the looking, on the ocean side of, say, the
Los Angeles area. A lot of that “ocean front” will take
a wondrous ride UPWARD as that Pacific Plate
subducts—and before it “rolls under itself”—there will
be surface shaking of incredible size and major damage,
but most will easily SURVIVE. Strangely enough, you
will find that much of the city, itself, as in L.A., will
stand—damaged, but mostly intact.
The present projection from our viewpoint is to get
those cross-fault gas lines shut down and the
infrastructure lines closed off to prevent the devastation
by the fires that will be started. If you can maintain a
way to get those “temporary” fires extinguished, most
human life will be spared. So our intent is to, hopefully,
get the gas turned OFF before it reaches the ruptures
AT QUAKE SITE, keep all water flow intact as long as
possible—but it will be brief—and handle the cross-fault
electric chaos as orderly as is possible; and that means
a cutting of flow where those lines coalesce, at
production sites. Can we do that? YES. It will not
seem very “perfect” to the experiencing multitudes, but
yes, we can assist in much of that operation. It is
better to be WITHOUT electricity than to have sparking
lines igniting gas pockets.
In the San Bernardino area, for instance, there will
be a massive slippage, which will snap those faultcrossing gas mains; and that will dump the heavier-thanair gases into Earth proximity, while presenting a
devastating ball of fuel to feed incredible fires. We
won’t even talk about devastation to oxygen supplies, but
the oxygen will be taken up by and with the gases and,
actually, turn the fires into infernos.
I would like to simply copy a couple of things
which we can take up at length later, if desirable, but
of which you need be aware in the U.S., right now.
THIS IS “SERIOUS” TIME.
[QUOTING from the Philippine Star, Nov. 2,
1999:]
RESEARCHERS SAY FAULT MORE LETHAL
THAN PREVIOUSLY BELIEVED
IRVINE, California (AP)—A newly discovered fault
beneath the coastal section of Orange County could
generate a bigger earthquake than previously believed,
according to a recent study.
The 24-mile (40-kilometer) BLIND THRUST fault,
which runs near Los Angeles, from Huntington Beach to
Dana Point, was discovered in March (1999). At that
time, researchers estimated that it could generate a
magnitude 7.0 earthquake every 2,500 years.
But researchers now believe the fault could cause a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake, according to a study published
in November’s Geology magazine, which hit the
newsstands last week [November 1999]. [S: How
many of you take regularly, Geology? Do you begin
to see what an uphill go of it we actually have going
in order to get information, of even the most limited
items, to you?]
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The fault appears to be similar to the blind thrust
fault system that caused a 1994 California quake in
Northridge, which struck with a magnitude of 6.7,
killing 72 people and causing an estimated $40 billion in
damage. [S: They fail to make our point about
preparation, right here; the people died because of
the devastating lack of proper considerations.
When freeways and apartment buildings collapse on
themselves, while one next-door stands, at least
enough to protect life, you have MANMADE
PROBLEMS—SO STOP BLAMING GOD. HOW
DO YOU KNOW OR HOW DO YOU CHECK OUT
THESE THINGS? MY GOODNESS, IT IS YOUR
LIFE—FIND OUT HOW, FOR I AM NOT IN THE
APARTMENT-BUILDING DEPARTMENT. But,
people, 72 dead people out of some near 20-million
population is, indeed, very limited and quite
relatively minute. However, never underestimate
that, to the dead party, it is 100% fatal.]
Blind thrust faults produce quakes when one side
pushes UPWARD but does NOT break the surface.
Others, like the San Andreas Fault, are STRIKE-SLIP
systems that generate quakes when one side moves
horizontally against the other. [END OF QUOTING]
Next, we will consider a writing from the Internet,
sent by Ron K. for my comments. I have already made
enough comments, but we will offer the article (with any
comments blaring at us for same) and ask him to
integrate the diagrams he has gathered.
[QUOTING:]

in subduction zones metamorphose (or change) the
descending oceanic crust into denser rocks. These
mineralogical changes cause the subducting oceanic
crust to liberate water stored in the original minerals and
to reactivate pre-existing faults.
“In the absence of water, these faults would not
move because of the weight of the overlying rocks,”
said Peacock. “The liberated water essentially lubricates
the fault—pumping up the water pressure causes the
fault to slip.” [S: Realize, also, that in times of what
you are calling “warming”, by whatever title you
give it, you have two factors—heat and pressure—
causing a remarkable lubrication and cushion of
expansion allowing, or actually demanding, a major
slippage, with all the concurrent occurrences set into
motion from friction, motion, displacement and
shifting. The El Ninos and La Ninas are incredibly
important but not for the reasons usually presented
to you. Perhaps I should say, in addition to these
things presented to you here.]

STUDY INDICATES UNEXPECTED EARTHQUAKE
DANGERS LIE BENEATH THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
When it comes to damaging earthquakes in the
Pacific Northwest [USA], everyone worries about “The
Big One”, a great THRUST EARTHQUAKE caused by
the rupture of a huge offshore fault beneath the ocean,
but there are other kinds of earthquakes that may be just
as dangerous.
In fact, the most damaging earthquake in the U.S.
Pacific Northwest in this century was a different type
of shock called an “INTRASLAB” earthquake. That
magnitude 7.1 event occurred in 1949 beneath Olympia,
Washington and caused over $100 million in damage.
A new study by Arizona State University geologist
Simon M. Peacock and Kelin Wang, a geoscientist at the
Geological Survey of Canada’s Pacific Geoscience
Centre, provides firm support for a recent theory that
explains how intraslab earthquakes work and confirms
the hazard posed to certain geographic areas. The study
appears in the October 29 issue of Science. [S: How
many of you readers regularly take SCIENCE?]
Both great thrust earthquakes and intraslab
earthquakes occur in “subduction zones”, where oceanic
crust dives beneath the edge of a continent. [S: Yes,
this is inclusive of “blind thrust faults”.] Great
thrust earthquakes occur at SHALLOW DEPTHS of 0
to 50 kilometers, along the sloping boundary between
the descending plate and the continental margin. In
contrast, intraslab earthquakes occur within the
descending oceanic crust at depths of 50 to 300
kilometers beneath the surface and are caused by
different processes.
“The risks posed by intraslab earthquakes have not
been fully incorporated into seismic hazard analysis,” said
Peacock. “In many cases, such as the Pacific
Northwest, these less-easily-understood earthquakes
occur closer to major population centers than the larger,
offshore earthquakes. The historic record bears this
out.”
In 1996, Stephen H. Kirby and colleagues at the
U.S. Geological Survey proposed a mechanism for
intraslab earthquakes which is supported by the current
study. Basically, Kirby’s theory proposes intraslab
earthquakes occur because the intense heat and pressure
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subducting oceanic crust is warmer.”
Like southwest Japan, the Pacific Northwest
(northern California, Oregon, Washington and southern
British Columbia) and southern Mexico are underlain by
warm subduction zones.
“The Vancouver-Seattle-Tacoma area may be more
at risk from an intraslab earthquake than from a larger
earthquake along the offshore trench,” Peacock said.
“This risk has only recently been recognized. We’re
starting to realize that we have to worry about a
magnitude 7-7.5 intraslab earthquake located 50 km
beneath Seattle or Vancouver, as well as a magnitude 8
or 9 out on the coast.” [S: RIGHT! DEFINITELY
RIGHT! BECAUSE WHAT YOU WILL HAVE—AS
THAT SHALLOW FAULT BREAKS OR SLIPS AT
LARGE MAGNITUDE—IS THAT IT WILL
TRIGGER THE DEEPER TRENCH FAULT AND YOU
HAVE MASSIVE DOUBLE-TROUBLE. THIS
HOLDS TRUE FOR ALL COASTAL LINES WHERE
THERE IS SUBDUCTION. AND, MOREOVER,
THAT INCLUDES ALMOST ALL COASTAL
LANDS, BECAUSE THAT IS WHY THE LANDMASSES BECAME IN THE FIRST PLACE.]
“Large intraslab earthquakes occur quite frequently.
Just last month, on September 30, a magnitude 7.4
intraslab earthquake shook Oaxaca, Mexico, killing at
least 27 people.”
Peacock, whose main field of expertise is
metamorphic petrology, points out that this study is an
example of how specialized scientific research can
sometimes yield information with real significance to
everyday life. “For years I have studied metamorphism,
a largely academic subject. Now we’ve learned that
there is a solid connection between metamorphic
processes and earthquakes that have killed tens of
thousands of people,” he said.

Peacock and Wang tested Kirby’s theory by
comparing two subduction zones in Japan, carefully
calculating the temperature of the subducting oceanic
crust and comparing their seismic and volcanic records.
Confirming Kirby’s theory, the results showed that the
oceanic crust subducting beneath southwest Japan—a
“warm” subduction zone—should liberate water at
shallower depths and thus trigger only shallow intraslab
earthquakes and less volcanic activity, as compared to
activity in the cold subduction zone beneath northeast
Japan.

“Things happen much deeper beneath northeast
Japan because the subducting crust is much colder, and
water is released at much greater depth,” said Peacock.
“It’s the water being released at depth that generates
these intraslab earthquakes and subduction-zone
volcanoes. Intraslab earthquakes occur at relatively
shallow depths beneath southwest Japan because the

Peacock and Wang tested Kirby’s theory by
comparing “warm” and “cold” subduction zones—zones
that differ by as much as 300 degrees centigrade, at
depths greater than 50 km. Because heat is an
important factor in causing minerals to metamorphose,
they predicted that changes in the rock would occur at
shallower depth in the warm zone than in the cold zone
and that, consequently, intermediate-depth earthquakes
would be shallower in the warm zone. They also
predicted that there would be more volcanic activity in
the cold zone, because the deeper metamorphic changes
would release water at greater depth, causing the melting
of the overlying mantle.
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The study looked at two subduction zones in Japan,
carefully calculating their temperature differences and
comparing their seismic and volcanic records.
Confirming Kirby’s theory, the results showed that the
subduction zone for southwest Japan—a “warm” zone—
recorded shallower earthquakes and less volcanic activity
than the northeast Japan’s cold subduction zone.
[END OF QUOTING]
We have been given full permission to use this
material, along with illustrations: AS LONG AS WE
GIVE CREDIT TO SIMON PEACOCK/ARIZONA
STATE UNIVERSITY. It is with great appreciation that
we do so.
I have so much to credit and so many to whom
credit is due—and such a short space allotted for so
doing. Please accept our appreciation. I would remind
all of you, and specifically Pete Q. (C), who does
drawings in cartoon fashion for CONTACT: A PICTURE
IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS—AND
EXPERIENCE IS BEYOND ALL. [ED: Pete Creech
passed on Tuesday, September 12, 2000 due to
complications from pancreatic cancer. We were
privileged to enjoy his timeless contributions.]
Thank you, dharma. Be prepared for overwork but,
while we have a bit of a lull in document preparation on
an urgent scale, we have to take advantage of
opportunity while the topics are “hot”.
As we can afford, financially, more and larger
papers, we will simply include more human hands and
minds to accumulate data. Man better believes that
which is presented from a source he can see and accept.
This allows for unlimited resources and, yes, we can
eventually get it onto Internet web-site(s), and we won’t
be bound to the keyboard. Things are taking shape, even
if they are UNSEEN. Hold strong, and KNOW—all
things are working in perfection—we happen to have
THE leader.
I am here, therefore, asked to give recognition to
some who have gone to Tehachapi and asked to assist,
from hands-on service, as in paper mailing, to outright
offer of buying the house to end the strife. Accept the
help and now, even yes, Millers—for there is no damage
to the Spectrum kids getting improper information “before
its time”. These things are strictly up to the ones
working as the team back there. I don’t think, however,
Millers will enjoy working among the displaced fragments
of Ekkers’ lives. But I’m sure that those such as Lucy
would dearly enjoy being included. We each learn from
experiences, and we each learn a very important
lesson—TO WAIT UNTIL THE TIME/SEQUENCE IS
RIGHT, AND DO NOT TRY TO CHANGE A
SYSTEM UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND THE
OLD—AND APPRECIATE THE PERSONS IN
CHARGE. Lucy, for instance, could really help but, at
this time, not with the dwelling. There is a purpose for
the mess of the dwelling—and we have only just begun
with that circumstance.
So, think carefully about Millers, for the Spectrum
group is going to USE Millers, unmercifully—and so it
has to move in its own volition. We must act within and
under shelter of LAW. That means that the criminal
parasites who have attached to Millers have to be
cleansed away—and, unfortunately, Millers are now
caught in the middle, or worse, in the clutches of the
parasites themselves, who struggle for existence off the
host and, in this house/property matter, they are surviving
by sucking on Millers.
GOD IS MERCIFUL AND GOD IS JUST. GOD
IS ALWAYS AT READY TO OFFER GRACE TO
ANY AND ALL WHO COME IN HUMBLE
INTENT AND RIGHTEOUS SERVICE. WHEN
THIS HAPPENS, THE PARASITES HAVE NO
HOST! SIMPLE!
Salu, Soltec to clear.
dharma
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What Is ‘Really Real’?
It’s Time To ‘Look Inside’
10/16/04—#1 (18-61)
SAT., OCT. 16, 2004 6:45 A.M. YR 18, DAY 61
Manila, Philippines
RE: A TIME OF “NEED” FOR GIVING, REGIVING AND SOME RECEIVING OF INPUT
BEYOND PRICE—DJE
* *
WALKING A VERY NARROW
AND HARROWING PATH
We walk, or drag, our way (running when we
can) through the “daze” we call “days” and at the end
of the little blips called weeks we end up, certainly,
recognizing the outrageous presentations but still able
to laugh at the incredible experiences.
I am totally amazed at what presents and how
little works its way through except as to the myriad of
“receivers” who are extremely selective in their own
perceptions.
WE DO A PAPER! WE ARE UNDERWAY
IN A COMMITTED “JOB”! THIS IS NOT SOME
“RELIGIOUS” “CHANGE ALL MINDS”
ENDEAVOR; IT IS A PHYSICAL EXPRESSION
IN A VERY MANIFEST WORLD OF PHYSICAL
EXPRESSIONS WITH OVER 7-BILLION
INDIVIDUAL RECEPTION VIEW-POINTS.
We just received an email from a very great
distance wanting some great debate on, as we gather
in assumption, Sai Baba, some -krishnas and –anandas
since I personally don’t recall the names offered to
present the topic focus of such debate.
In the past many years, piles of “stuff” have flown
through the wireless networks calling Sai Baba
everything from a child abuser to a molesting scam
artist.
WE, EJ AND I, KNOW ALL BUT “NOTHING”
ABOUT BABA, JUDE, EDITH OR WHO IN THE
WORLD SPEAKS TO NIDLE FROM A SOCALLED “GALACTIC FEDERATION”.
Do “I”, Doris, recognize one called “Lord
Michael”? Yes, but is he THE one who teaches
through “X”, “Y” OR “Z”? I have absolutely NO
notion or opinion—EXCEPT FOR THE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION GIVEN FORTH. Those opinions
are mine and are according to our (my) own learning
or realization or EXPERIENCE. Truth is truth; lies
are simply statements or presentations to be determined
as in “not the truth” through discernment and
realization based on KNOWN FACTS. Some lies
take longer to uncover, as with total frauds and
deceivers, than others who attach to our beings and
often act as sucking parasites.
So, where does a Sai Baba fit in the definition of
“a person”? Well, I have witnessed many who
experienced personally with Baba and they are, by
golly, incredibly decent people who certainly have done
nothing to harm us or, to our knowledge, our mission
at hand. That could be in “error” as expressed for
what another presents is none of my business except
as it might impact MY JOURNEY and “life-stream”.
“Individual” is exactly THAT, “individual” and
“unique” where sometimes we can COLLECTIVELY
have a “common goal” and strive to, TOGETHER,

achieve a “given” end. That means that I have no
right, reason or position for opinions regarding any
entity of which I personally have no expression or
insight.
If people have invested funds to go to India to
meet Baba and are disappointed in some way, who is
to be responsible? Baba demands NOTHING nor that
anyone “come unto me”. He (I assume he is a “he”)
expresses in a human individual format walking on two
legs and feet (when they are not broken) and openly
shares HIS opinions and teachings as HE sees it. If
he is NOT whom he represents then the visiting
individual must be discerning enough to determine that
for “SELF”. We have found the best teachers are
actually the ones most commonly referred to as
imposters, frauds and certainly have damaged us the
very most in the physical expression.
Do “we” somehow cling to some “Clingon” from
space cadet school or the university of higher Cohans?
Yes and no—we discern TRUTH where found and
pay no attention to the dogmas or doctrines which are
set forth by some “MAN/MEN” along their own
individual pathways to what has worked out to be
disaster upon disaster—in lies, graft, corruption and
false teachings.
JEWISH ACCUSATIONS
Are we concerned that we are accused by such
as VK Durham as being anti-Semitic, as a good
example, and “hate filled”? Not really, for we are not
either. “Semitic” is simply descriptive of people in the
“Holy Land” version of “people” and is a “designation”
which certainly includes those Muslims, Islamics,
Jewish, Palestinians, and oh gosh, hypocrites or
righteous of the area as a whole. It is later choices
of “defining” (INCORRECTLY) the “Jeuish” (Jews)
as being THE “Semites” that bogs the ability of
uneducated and “ignorant” (by choice or lack of
opportunity) to somehow learn about themselves or the
world—CORRECTLY PRESENTED. And “hate”?
When there are laws against a given “crime” how
does one then determine how “hate” might be
involved—murder and war are prime examples of
HATE-CAUSED INCIDENTS and facts are: in every
CRIME, hate of the one intentionally damaged or
injured stems from hate or, at the least, self-greed of
the perpetrator.
UNTIL WE CAN “LOVE ONE ANOTHER” it
is totally OBVIOUS that we will NOT be without
wars, crimes and those things of human NONrighteous spirit that will prevail upon our persons in this
arena of limitation and ego-centered illusion, delusion
and allusion.
I, personally, have quoted more rabbis than
considered Gurus and “Masters”, ascended or
otherwise. Forgotten? THAT “Jesus” (Christos) was
presented AS AN ISRAELITE (not “Israeli”) and not,
frankly a “Jew”. That term did not become definitive
until our thirteenth century when it was CHOSEN as
a designation by the Khazarian empire citizens and
established by the hierarchy of same. YOU
CANNOT EVEN DEFINE “JEW” FOR THE
CONFUSION IS OVERWHELMING. IS “IT” A
RELIGIOUS DESIGNATION? IS “IT” A RACE
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OF SOME KIND? IS “IT” A CHOSEN OF GOD
ESTABLISHED
“ONLY”
ACCEPTABLE
TRAVELER? WELL, WHERE THEN, DO THE
CALVINISTS, BAPTISTS AND METHODISTS
“FIT”? Apparently all of us designated and nondesignated persons are “Goyim” and THAT means all
beings other than “Jewish”. Well, that makes me a
Goyim even would I be a Jew. And, of course, I
cannot be a Jew because VK Durham says with
factual and emphatic license that I am a “False
Muslim” which means, I have no idea what, in her, or
possibly, “your” definition dictionary.
Am I an “Atononian”? Good grief, does
recognizing God have to bear brokers and nitpickers?
We do not set ourselves up as anything but we
KNOW from whence comes our guidance and to
whom we give respect and service. This means: “no
more—no less”. Others can “receive” anything they
“receive” and it is certainly NONE OF OUR
BUSINESS, OR YOURS, quite frankly stated “in my
opinion”.
We are coming upon two holidays of celebration
and we find that Satan’s celebration of both Halloween
AND THAT WONDROUS “CHRISTMAS”
overshadows all recognition of pure truth, goodness
and love in understanding. We might as well go buy
a pumpkin and express our thoughts as in make faces
of our preferred dragons.
If my “God of goodness” is not stronger and more
powerful than the “god of trite trickery” then I
certainly would not spend my limited days playing in
the pumpkin patch, for I would at least try to make
some “pie” out of the squash presented. And “gifts”
(Presents from Santa)? Why would I expect
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING? I KNOW that
when I offer NOTHING I shall receive nothing of
value in a long-term value-system.
So, I serve where I receive the most value in
return—peace, love, treasures beyond physical
measure, brotherhood and frankly: POWER BEYOND
THE ORDINARY.
We sit in a physical world where there are
accounted over 7-billion persons and growing off the
planetary map. We are entrusted with two of the
most brilliantly orchestrated plans for change and THE
WAY to achievement—and we bitch, moan and
complain that it seems “so slow” (TOO SLOW FOR
US) in our ability to get it whacked out and working
for this handful of people who would rather bicker over
Baba than make a worthy contribution to REALITY.
To each his/her own “thing” for certainly we twist no
arms, coerce no-one nor do we “have to” place any
above or before another—except our brothers who
equally serve and share this outrageous and one in a
hundred thousand billion opportunities for service to our
brothers called mankind. That recognition is certainly
sufficient for my own little needs of any day.
“Ah, but you KNOW, and we do not,” comes the
next statement from the kibitzers. ALL IN THE
WORLD(S) OF EXPRESSION THAT “I KNOW”
CANNOT BE WHAT “YOU” KNOW. The rather
cryptic notation of “for me to KNOW, and you to find
out” seems suitable but somewhat ignorant of some
type of modesty. You are most certainly welcome to
KNOW anything and, obviously, everything that I
know—AND AS THE GREAT TEACHER SAID,
“DO, AND MORE”. However, to take over and push
and shove to DO MY JOB is not only UN-acceptable
but I cannot even “share” that personal “belief IN
KNOWING”.
GOD HAS PROVEN “HIS” CONFIRMATION

AND CAPABILITIES AT EVERY TURN IN OUR
EXPERIENCE AND YET WE CANNOT SIMPLY
TRANSFER SOME “KNOWING” OR EVEN
“RECOGNITION” AS TO YOUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH ANYONE OR ANYTHING.
If anyone feels it appropriate to make every effort
available to tear us down, destroy us or whatever, it
is not in our ability to change that intention—as is
proven by that which our “partners”, who exclaimed
full brotherhood and intent for accomplishment of this
same mission, presented along the way in negative,
THEY ASSUMED, actions. What happened was the
most remarkable relief of burdens we could ever
possibly imagine and lessons far beyond the
“classroom” memory work. EXPERIENCE HAS
TAUGHT US WELL AND WE SHALL PREVAIL
IN THIS OUR APPOINTED TASK.
Even dear VK has only pointed out how totally
absurd the tricksters can be, and in the end of the
way, prove OUR claims and negate their own while
causing a proof beyond question as to our holdings,
capabilities and the reality of the ventures themselves.
If You believe that this program is not orchestrated by
some “higher-authority” and MIND than two little old
folks from “share-cropper-cowboy” days, then I
concern for YOUR discernment ability.
Ah but—it has to be all accomplished, that which
we do, in a human, physical, reasonable (even if it
seems unreasonable) and even “logical” way. So be
it—God has “time” upon which he places NO
importance while “time” remains our only guideline to
recognized success or failure—even in our own
expression manifestation as “person”.
The next abstract comment is now often, “Who
cares what you think?”
Oh, well, ok, then all I can suggest is that you not
read this or anything else we present for I can only
offer “what is” and if this mission has no interest for
“you” then I can only offer that you not be informed
about the program or project for it will matter little.
However, to those who consider themselves A PART
of this amazing odyssey, we will continue to express,
share and, at the least, make an effort to give mileposts along the hiway to “somewhere out there” as we
“ETs phone home!”
My own attention has to be turned mostly to IMFWB-IBC and other rather manipulative organizations
and individuals along the way (Bushes and Thistles
included). I do NOT need to criticize a “teacher” of
any ilk nor do I need to offend or defend Sai Baba.
HE IS NOT AN IMPOSTER—HE IS EXACTLY
WHO HE PRESENTS “HIMSELF” TO BE—REAL
OR FANTASY.
I have more personal input or observations about
those who give rats, monkeys and elephants a place of
DEITY. I would suggest that those people rather bow
to giant bugs—only to find that some already are there
and do that! If you, however, can’t decide on your
own GOD OF CREATION then certainly I cannot
argue the point suitably.
I am continually entertained by the current attitude
that somehow “litigation” solves ANYTHING. Even
criminal trials are made the “choose a side” for or
against the accused and the legal TV know-it-alls—
condemn and rarely defend the accused party ON TV
LONG BEFORE THE COURT CAN EVEN BEGIN
A TRIAL. Wow, really “constitutional”? This is a
time when a “Nancy Grace” of Court TV decides the
guilt, innocence or lack of court truth to evolve.
These, mostly women (pay attention), are the most
bloodthirsty “off with the heads” ever presented to
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make “reality TV” bring horror and terror to your very
beings. We have met a few along the way, haven’t
we? The guilty go free and the innocent go to prison!
Check it out.
I certainly didn’t sit to expound on this to great
extent but one of the last emails from Brazil, yet,
caused me to ponder greatly on this matter of “who
shall lead” and who has to follow. I certainly asked
NO ONE to “come follow me” and surely NEVER to
“give up everything and come follow me”. I can’t
even follow myself across the street so why would I
consider even dragging you into the path of Ayala Ave.
traffic “maze of death” reality experience? If your
intent is to simply hold your “things” on the safe side
of the street—then so be it and certainly, do not go
with me—for I cherish no “things” and certainly do not
play on the “safe side” of anything “just because”. IF
WE DO NOT “RISK” LIVING AND LIVING IN
TRUTH—WHAT IS WORTHY OF THE
EXPERIENCE IN THE FIRST, MIDDLE OR LAST
INSTANCE?
To Ellen, my dearest friend, “about those kittens”
of which you speak: I think you might well “plant”
some cat food among your Iris so that your neighbor
can think you are only “nuts” instead of turning you in
for being “kind” to an abandoned “cat mother”. Then
you might point out the lack of mice and rats in your
garden
Commander even pointed out to us that millions of
people would love to have the food-resource of those
hand-raised, clean animals because they are reduced
today, even in the Philippines, of eating rats, insects,
even cats and dogs—JUST TO STAY ALIVE.
I recall the rather abrupt and pointed lessons to our
“farmer” of great repute when he was allowing his
children, yea encouraging them, to beat the ground
squirrels into bloody pulps, poisoning, and creating
poisoned “food” for the eagles and happenstance
wildlife predators. Commander suggested the
following: Dump a load of those “free” carrots unused
from the massive carrot fields into a pile in an unused
area of the fields and FEED THE LITTLE
CRITTERS. Just as promised, the squirrels (protected
by law, in fact) gathered, ate, drank colloid/OxySoltreated water provided outside the irrigation system
and withdrew from damaging the crops in almost total
measure.
We therefore tried it at our home and we had a
LIVING area instead of a dead-poisoned space. The
little creatures will move right to the “greenbelt” if that
is where you share with them; even to the coons,
foxes and deer. WHY DO WE HAVE TO KILL
EVERYTHING TO SATISFY OUR BLOOD
LUST?
And how about this concept for intelligence:
Incarcerated President Erap Estrada has come forth,
from prison yet, with a plan now being established at
his expense and through contributions to HELP
THESE PEOPLE WHO ARE IN TOTAL
POVERTY AND ARE STARVING BEFORE OUR
EYES. He is giving a bit of sustaining rice, etc., but
is distributing GARDEN SEEDS, FIELD CROP
SEEDS AND FINGERLING FRY (FISH) FOR THE
PONDS AND FISH-TANKS. Here fish are
“farmed” as we might “farm” those nice ground
squirrels—if we had any sense at all.
Ah but, guess what: The government is trying its
darndest to STOP HIM! And there we have it in a
nutshell of Elite vs. starving masses. Can we really
wonder at uprisings and revolutions against the
perpetrators of such injustice?
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DO WE MAKE HEADWAY IN THIS TIDAL
WAVE OF WALL-BUILDING?
Yes indeed—ONE STEP AT A TIME.
We are now in a position of PROVING our
position with the now recognized “TA FDN” (FDN).
We have already established through the very
underground networks of international sharing, the
standing of even the Global Alliance Investment
Association (GAIA). The very title presents its “fact”
in that it is an “alliance” to serve ultimately, “globally”
for “investment” INTO (not commercial stock market
shams) production of “assistance” through
“association” giving all people a chance at funding,
growing, honest participation and “clean up the mess”.
The FDN is “supposed” to have enough gold,
recognized FOR years through the courts themselves,
to give foundation to anything and everything we can
present—without burdensome taxes or usury! Is it,
therefore, any wonder that we would have enemies in
the form of bankers, Elite power brokers, stock market
icons and the general run-of-the-mill criminal gangs
who live OFF OF EVERYONE “ELSE”?
Is it difficult to get it working? How about getting
those “camels through the needle’s eye” which
seemed to be impressive enough for the accepted
“teacher’s” parable regarding rich-men attaining
heaven.
So, is “it” really real?
Of course, but it is difficult and tedious in almost
every aspect of “in-the-face” of all odds against us.
BUT, we are moving smartly along if facts be
considered. The “opposition” has now tried every
“known to them” way to dissolve our position along
with the FDN, harass and pressure anyone involved
(basically, EXCEPT us as individuals) as they try for
getting original documents, leave us holding the
economic hot-potato and thus and so. Hasn’t worked
so far and now we have acquired as “our” attorney
(not the FDN’s) in the person of the last JUDGE
ordering up the final res judicata executory orders,
which are irreversible UNTIL ALL ORDERS ARE
ANSWERED AND FUNDS PAID.
Now, I consider that a step in the RIGHT
direction that gives protection to all of us,
INCLUDING the Judge, who by the way, we only
have present in meetings for his own observations
regarding his intent in those long-standing and re-stated
ORDERS.
The Judge is on “leave” from being a Judge
because he stepped down from the bench to run for
a mayoral position. He lost the election but is free to
practice law and consult as he sees fit without cause
for reflection on his position for prior legal standing.
We will certainly protect our relationship AND HIS.
However, he can honorably tell us what we do wrong
and what we might do correctly according to the
RULE OF LAW.
He is attending our meetings of the FDN as a
guest of “ours” and we can anticipate some better
insight to standing “orders” right from “the horse’s
mouth”, so to speak. We reached the point of having
to have legal assistance and now, doesn’t this work out
well?
Amongst the interesting things of recent findings is
our friend, Alan Paguia’s new and interesting
consulting situation. He has been retained as some
kind of “consultant” on the LAW to the Marcoses. I
mention this only because the FDN is ordered by the
court to also reclaim those Marcos funds presumed to
be unlawfully acquired. Well, funny thing: Marcos
was PAID by the very FDN parties to handle gold

and got some 180+ thousand metric tons for the
service to be split between himself and his partner.
Right or wrong? No comment but our “orders” are to
“reclaim” it. In the long run it will mean that what
belongs rightfully to the Marcos family can be
accounted properly and get the filthy hands of the
grafters off the asset MEANT FOR THE PEOPLE.
Fifty percent of the so-called “Tallano” “estate” is,
by order of the court—FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE
PHILIPPINES. Other “land” was deeded and
transferred to the Muslim Sultans with full recognition
and annotation of William Howard Taft, governor at
the time in the Philippines and later President of the
U.S. No errors, it is all right there in court records.
This means that the current debates over who
might be KING SULTAN is not worthy of much our
attention for we have no input to Sultanates or
grabbers of the “other” kind. Certainly Ekkers have
no advantage except that our GAIA position is
recognized and established and waiting for USE.
Now, today, we enter Holy month of Ramadan for
the Muslims with fasting and praying until the next
“new moon”. This pretty much shuts down most of
the ongoing meetings, peace or otherwise, until it is
over.
What it really does is give the U.S. and allies a
chance to get as much loot shipped out of that area as
is possible while the spiritually-oriented citizens are
putting their heads to Mecca and cannot “see”. This,
while the Outback “ostriches” have yanked their heads
out of the sand and are “full-steam” ahead as Australia
moves to salvage her place in such locations as Papua
New Guinea, etc. Boy, that “Coalition of the Willing”
might have no merit in Iraq but it sure does have
impact in the Queen’s lands called “Commonwealth”.
U.S. INVESTIGATORS
Just when we thought someone might come and
“investigate us openly” we are disappointed as the
U.S. agents are here in great force—but not for “us”.
Worse yet, the position of Gloria Arroyo, el
Presidente, is being hit hard by the very entities who
have built her position, ie., IMF, WB, Brokerage houses
such as Goldman Sachs and by golly, hitting on the
very graft of the Armed Forces top personnel as they
stole from the U.S. as in equipment, money and you
name it—“bribery”, kickbacks and outright theft.
There is no way to even keep up with the daily
revelations here. It makes the Bush-Kerry debates
look quite quaint and silly in the face of this slapstick
movie taking place right here in Paradise of the
Pacific.
Just wait until Kerry hits that old “SUPERFUND”
of Bush’s (elder) days. Oops! Where is VK when
we all need her? I guess it is “out in left field” as is
usual. The bankers have NOT “FORGOTTEN” but
the same thing that could have saved them “then” will
eat them alive now that you have such interesting
“interest” accrual through those same banks. We take
out the interest element and, good grief, a lot of
banking cartelers are upset even if we offer no actual
“competition”. The point is to delay as long as is
possible in bringing about positive solutions until
AFTER the global foreclosure and capture of all
industries and nations to keep their teeth and nails
dug-in into our hides and assets if any single cent is
remaining.
Can “we” wait? Well, someone give us a
CHOICE, please, that we might consider otherwise.
Obviously no one has solved this mess prior to now
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and we have to work on that reality and not switch
and hit in ignorance of any OTHER would-be guide or
“ruler”. We hinder NO ONE in finding a “better
way” but we have no obvious revelation of anything
other than “hang around” and wait for God to solve the
“mess” FOR US. HE WILL SOLVE THE
“WAY”—NOT THE PROBLEM.
This place is swarming with “U.S. investigators
and agents” and frankly it makes me feel ever so
much more secure. We are clean, clear, abiding in all
laws and regulations while being treated with great
respect it appears. Even the most revered
INTERPOL held no “pick” with us, it seems. I don’t
know exactly where stands one VK Durham, fraud
personified.
We recognize, as we always have, the fact that all
reference to Russell Herman and our relationships are
with that one spelled “Herman” and known to all
parties involved—not a bunch of alias Herrman,
Herrmann, Hermann or Durhams.
Russell Herman is/was quite REAL as is/was
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd. which
HOLDS the valid contract-program assets. Fact is
fact and facts are documented for YOUR
PERUSAL. I am “personally” in a bit of quandary
as to why Bush doesn’t actually try to clear up his
own position honorably and, as a matter of fact,
quite easily with full co-operation. The “past”
always catches up, doesn’t it? I certainly don’t
wish to take on the forest of “Bushes” and cohorts
because I doubt Cheney or Rumsfeld like us very
much. However, since we placed 50% of “the
asset”, growing every year, into safety FOR use in
the U.S., I would guess that one of these days
some attention might well be given to usage when
this ship is sinking too fast for the bailout pumps to
keep it afloat. VK’s attempts to hit her own
jackpot obviously backfired miserably in these past
couple of years. THAT POSITION, READERS,
IS NOT OUR FAULT OR DOING. Moreover,
calling “us” names is meaningless. Ultimately the
LAW will decide and TRUTH, therefore, will have
a chance to prevail.
STATUS OF MARK ROWSELL
Mark left on Monday on a day when the longer
the day lasted the more saddened I became. So,
we said goodbye and he did leave on the wings of
Kuwait airlines. He writes that he is with his
friend/teacher in Bali, Indonesia for some intensive
work (acupuncture technique and other health
potentials). His schedule is rather loose and we
would not be disposed to offer it if we actually
knew.
He helped us a great deal as a third-party
observer and holder of documents for security
reasons against snatchers and snitchers We also
realize that on such short schedule there was no
way to develop and then fabricate any apparatus in
the face of the “grabbers” and “fabricators” already
using such grabbing and fabricating as are cottage
industries akin to “kidnapping for ransom”. So, off
the drawing board until better days arrive. We
gathered some real interest however and it was
worth every effort involved. The first question
asked at Thursday’s important meeting was “Where
is Mark?” Well, friends, there will have to be
those younger than we to fill in some day and that
requires dedication, intelligence and DESIRE.
Third-party observations have been so welcome to
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our position as to leave us most grateful for his
presence.
Mark was always appropriate,
professional, presentable and “made us proud” as
we worked off his rear right until he left—probably
with a sigh of relief. This was surely NO
VACATION.
THURSDAY’S TRUSTEE MEETING
This was THE first important milestone of
measuring the establishment of the FDN legally
registered and entered with the SEC and within the
LAW on October 14, 2003. This was our
anniversary meeting to establish a full year of legal
action and full cycle of elections and membership
qualification. It was more than interesting, if not a
confusing shift and eye-opening experience for
some who came and others who did not come.
We find that we can gain as many “members”
as will be necessary to keep the organization tidy
and clean/clear. There seems to be an outstanding
game of “this side”-“their side” when there aren’t
any “sides”. So what else is new? It is interesting
that those now on “our side” are the ones integrally
involved with the COURT ORDERS from the court
itself and it is confirmed and reaffirmed that there
is no way to lawfully “dissolve” the FDN as now
established. Moreover, with good attention to
“guidance” we can shore up deficient loopholes that
might present, register them and give PUBLIC
NOTICE (so keep an eye to the paper, please) as
needed to give personality to our FDN as well as
legal registration. What the adversary does with
his/her position is, again, not our business. We will
most certainly properly defend our position at all
times—LAWFULLY AS REQUIRED UNDER
THE LAW.
WILL THIS “REPUBLIC” SURVIVE?
We assume that “Philippine Republic” is the
question in point? No, not as IS. It is bankrupt,
corrupt and in poverty-starvation status. What will
happen is not our prerogative to more than give
comment. We see that not much can be done
without change of major proportion but actually,
following that change, the people and the nation
CAN, if they choose to do so, become even more
of a “Republic” and certainly “sovereign” as
individuals and as a nation. Cleaning out a thousand
years of infected closet debris is certainly an
“interesting” task and we note that every fallen
“rat” bearing infection runs FIRST CHANCE to the
shelter of the United States. This, however, is
getting even more non-functional in actual practice
as the U.S. has started demanding recall, or
mandated taking of “green cards” filched or
misrepresented. Holding property in the U.S. gives
claim to “green card” status if the holdings are large
enough. That, incidentally, means that billions of
illicit dollars, laundered in addition, have dumped
into accounts in the U.S. as qualifiers for
“citizenship” status of less than admirable individuals.
Good luck, America!
Mark, by the way, is Canadian, so it was really
a good opportunity to have input as to “foreign”
observations.
We enjoyed seeing Fahrenheit 911 with Mark.
Wow, I guess I was impressed with such a lot of
REAL stuff presented although a lot biased
unnecessarily, for there is so much to work with that

“bias” is not necessary and it didn’t even touch on
the REAL causes and effects of those global
perpetrators. We enjoyed the references of such as
the Carlyle Group but noted that Philippine former
President Ramos was neglected to be mentioned
among operators of that coalition of usurpers. It is
“bad enough” in its final disclosures, however, to
make those more notable players run for cover or,
as the case is, under-cover. The tip of the iceberg
is not yet to be disclosed so the extent of the
massive ice cube is yet to float to the surface.
I am told that I “should write a book”. Say
what? It seems we have some 300 or more of
those “things” and another one or more has become
irrelevant it appears. We have shared all of this
“stuff” for many years and it waits for the reading.
I cannot take credit but I will not accept blame for
information in TRUTH that we present. TRUTH
IS and is for ALL PERSONS—not a select or
elect few who self-appoint themselves to that
position. We do not have to sort, for that is not our
prerogative in most instances other than in our own
realm or space of activities or recognition. WE
ARE STILL VISITORS IN THIS PLACE AND IT
IS TIME ALL REMEMBER THAT POSITION,
FOR IT IS EASILY FORGOTTEN AS THE
WEEKS BECOME MONTHS AND MONTHS
MEASURE INTO YEARS.
It is a true misperception on the parts of these
people to even contemplate that WE should solve
their problems FOR them. And yes, EJ just got off
the phone with one who wishes to convince him to
do things “this other way” because he knows
someone who knows someone and the
understanding is that for “a few dollars more” he
can hook us into the proven non-capable circles of
the borderline, or outright, criminals in play and
power.
We are always stuck with having to constantly
act properly, correctly and openly even when others
around us prefer total secrecy and nonidentification. Fine, but we will, must, always
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identify ourselves and our position.
I would, in fact, share a little story put forth first
by a Jewish Rabbi on the topic of what appears to
be to our eyes, i.e. “what color is an apple”.
A friend speaks of “his son” who was in the
first grade. One day his teacher asked the class
“What is the color of apples?” Most of the children
answered red. A few said green. But Kevin raised
his hand and said: “White.”
The teacher tried to explain that apples can be
red, and apples can be green and apples can
sometimes even be golden, but never white.
Kevin, however, was quite insistent that apples
were white. So, after a rather exasperating
“discussion” with the teacher, Kevin finally
shrugged and simply said, “LOOK INSIDE”.
Perhaps we all need to do more looking
INSIDE to find the color of the apples that are
presented unto us and within ourselves. Visible
presentation is not always what is Truth. It is
much, in my opinion, more like “religion” vs.
“spirituality”—they present as the same and here is
where the “same but different” observation comes
into play: LOOK INSIDE and be shocked at what
is REALLY there.
God will NOT give us that which is beyond our
ability to function or carry—or HE will send us
helpers where and when needed while even
carrying us HIMSELF over some of the more
impossible places. It is sufficient—EVERY TIME.
I need to go now as other attentions press.
We are doing well even if impatience impacts
our preferences of any given day—but that is what
it is all about, Alphy: THE JOURNEY AND THE
GOAL—AND IN REACHING IT IN TRUTH,
LOVE, POSITIVE OUTCOME AND ALWAYS
DEMANDING WE “LOOK INSIDE”.
God keep us all that we might serve well and
without selfish purpose—except to ask that we be
kept well enough to, indeed, serve at all.
Love and our best blessings and wishes.
DJE
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World News Insights
Things are definitely “heating up” all around the
world and we don’t just mean geophysically, although that
too is important. President Arroyo’s security people are
fortunate indeed that their pilot overcame severe problems
and landed their C130 safely. Something “all fired”
important certainly seems to be in progress, so let’s start
with the significance of a “little” Asia-Europe summit
meeting in Hanoi.
[QUOTING:]
ARROYO IN HANOI
AS ASIA-EUROPE SUMMIT STARTS
Philippine Daily Inquirer, 10/8/04
By Michael Lim Ubac
HANOI, Vietnam—President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo
joined leaders of 38 countries from Asia and Europe here
yesterday for the fifth Asia-Europe Meeting (Asem 5) amid
a backdrop of international terrorism which continues to
plague both rich and poor nations.
The Asem, an informal process of dialogue and
cooperation among the leaders of 25 Asian nations, 15
European countries and the president of the European
Commission, represents roughly half of the world’s
population and half of world output.
The President, who arrived here at noon yesterday
accompanied by a small party of senior government
officials, said the Asem meeting was crucial “at a time like
this when we are at a crossroads in the new century”
[“God’s New Millennium”].
Participating leaders ... include German Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder, French President Jacques Chirac,
Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao, Japanese Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi, South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun
and European Commission President Romano Prodi.
At a meeting earlier yesterday with Asian heads of
state at the Hanoi International Convention Center, Ms
Arroyo said “the role of Asem in this new world of the
21st Century is to bring together the world’s most dynamic
and coherent regional groups.”
...She told the leaders they had a pivotal role to play
in the war against terror.
She also proposed that the association formalize itself
by forming a permanent secretariat [executive function].
She said the Philippines would be willing to host such a
secretariat “as we move from dialogue to consolidation,
from partnership to collective enterprise, which is how I
see the new role of Asem in the years to come”.
An informal forum working on the basis of
consensus, the Asem has no secretariat. The summit of
heads of state and government, which meets every second
year alternately in Asia and Europe, is the highest decisionmaking body of the Asem process. Foreign, economic and
finance ministers’ meetings are held annually.
Fifteen new members from the Asean and the EU
were adopted during an Asem “enlargement ceremony”
last night.
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar brought the number of
Asian countries in Asem to 13. The new members of the
European Union—Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia—
were also admitted to the club, bringing to 25 the EU
contingent in the forum. The EC brings the membership
to 39....
[END QUOTING]
Meanwhile, back in the Philippines, the IMF seems
somewhat concerned about protecting Filipino bankers
from potential litigation. Daxim L. Lucas, reporting for
abs-cbnnews.com, in an article entitled “Your Money at
Risk” on 10/18/04, states:
“The IMF believes that the problem boils down to the
vulnerability of bank examiners of the BSP and the
Philippine Deposit Insurance Corp. (PDIC) to legal
harassment.
“‘The lack of legal protection for supervisors has been

a long-standing problem in the Philippines,’ the IMF said.
‘At present, BSP and PDIC supervisors, rather than their
institutions, are primarily liable for regulatory actions that
are contested in court.’”
The IMF did not have words of praise for President
Arroyo’s failure to swiftly enact IMF “conditionalities”,
as expressed in an AFP report dated 10/4/04:
“The report said ‘relatively robust economic growth
provided a conducive environment to undertaking
reforms’, and called for ‘early evidence of implementation’
of Arroyo’s comprehensive economic package.
“It noted that in the past, critical bills ‘had repeatedly
been delayed by political resistance, perhaps reflecting a
lack of a sense of urgency about the country’s economic
problems.’
“The fund urged Manila to ‘front-load’ Arroyo’s
deficit-reduction plan to reduce the non-financial public
sector deficit, which is estimated to be about 5.75 percent
of GDP this year, by 2.5 percentage points in 2005.
“It said reducing the gap ‘in linear fashion’ or by
0.75 percentage points every year, would be ‘insufficiently
ambitious’.
“It noted, however, that Arroyo officials have advised
the IMF that this proposal would not be ‘politically
feasible’.”
The not-so-veiled threat, of course, is that failure to
implement IMF “conditionalities” will result in massive
outflows of investment capital—so, starve your people or
else.
Russia seems to be setting some kind of example for
other nations to follow, while leaving the IMF quite
mystified in the process. According to RIA Novosti, in an
article of 10/4/04 entitled, “IMF Unveils Report on
Russia”:
“IMF experts are ... trying to understand how the
money supply in Russia almost doubled (32% in 2002 and
61% in 2003), while inflation dropped from 15% to 12%.
The solution, in their view, lies in the ‘de-dollarization’ of
the Russian economy ... because ordinary people swapped
their hard currency for rubles.”
China (an attendee at the ASEM Summit mentioned
above) also just concluded some major deals with Russia
recently.
[QUOTING:]
BEIJING BREAKTHROUGH
RIA Novosti, 10/15/04
It will be no exaggeration to say that even many privy
to the preparations for a Beijing meeting between the
leaders of Russia and China, Vladimir Putin and Hu Jintao,
were surprised at the number of agreements reached as a
result of the laborious and long homework done by various
departments. Mr. Putin has described the Beijing talks as
a summit of “breakthrough decisions”. And this is no
exaggeration.
...Putin mentioned an unexpected figure in Beijing: $20
billion. This is what bilateral trade could reach by the end
of the year. An earlier cited figure was $17.6 billion. As
for the president’s intentions “to reach the $60 billion dollar
mark in the next five to six years” and then even $100
million, these are only the final figures for projections
announced at the end of the negotiations.
They are all contained in a document entitled the Plan
of Action for 2005-2008. It is a remarkable document. It
speaks of cooperation in strategically important fields for
the two countries, which are tipped as economic leaders
of the future. It concerns coordinating efforts in such
areas as space, nuclear power, bioengineering, chemicals,
computer technologies, information technologies and new
materials. This is not a general description; it is a list of
detailed projects that have names and addresses.
...As regards politics, and especially trust, one of the
persistent intrigues in international relations over the last
fifty years has been that too many people have sought to
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antagonize the two neighbors, Moscow and Beijing....
[END QUOTING]
The article goes on to discuss resolution of a vast
array of issues that had formerly plagued Sino-Russian
relations, now resolved by breakthrough agreements:
deliveries of oil to Chinese industry; friendly resolution of
the Kurill Islands claims; cooperation in the oil and gas
industry including a new oil pipeline; Russian participation
in building power stations, including nuclear and floating
nuclear plants; resolution of border-demarcation issues
involving the longest border in the world; “and at the
same time, they can finish their bilateral talks on Russia’s
WTO entry”.
“No detailed discussions are needed, for example, to
recognize the obvious—terrorists and separatists in
Chechnya and Eastern Turkestan are part of international
terrorism and ‘must be the target of a joint anti-terrorist
struggle of the international community’.”
Wow. If only the rest of the world could get along
so well.
While President Bush, hungry for the vote of Christian
Zionists, signed the new Global Anti-Semitism Review Act
on October 16, requiring the United States to observe and
respond to acts of “anti-Semitism” anywhere in the world,
anti-Goyism seems to be alive and well in Jerusalem.
[QUOTING:]
CHRISTIANS IN JERUSALEM WANT
JEWS TO STOP SPITTING ON THEM
Haaretz.com, 10/12/04
By Amiram Barkat
A few weeks ago, a senior Greek Orthodox clergyman
in Israel attended a meeting at a government office in
Jerusalem’s Givat Shaul quarter. When he returned to his
car, an elderly man wearing a skullcap came and knocked
on the window. When the clergyman let the window
down, the passerby spat in his face.
The clergyman preferred not to lodge a complaint with
the police and told an acquaintance that he was used to
being spat at by Jews. Many Jerusalem clergy have been
subjected to abuse of this kind. For the most part, they
ignore it but sometimes they cannot.
On Sunday, a fracas developed when a yeshiva
student spat at the cross being carried by the Armenian
Archbishop during a procession near the Holy Sepulchre
in the Old City. The archbishop’s 17th-Century cross was
broken during the brawl and he slapped the yeshiva
student.
...Archbishop Nourhan Manougian says he expects the
education minister to say something.
“When there is an attack against Jews anywhere in
the world, the Israeli government is incensed, so why when
our religion and pride are hurt, don’t they take harsher
measures?” he asks....
[END QUOTING]
The Canadian CBC has run back-to-back programs
investigating the Bush Administration: “The Unauthorized
Biography of Dick Cheney” and “The World According to
Bush”, both well worth watching. As a final note, readers’
attention is drawn to an AFP report of 10/14/04:
“Western Mexico’s Volcano of Fire spewed hot lava
and rock Thursday, the latest in a series of spectacular but
non-threatening eruptions in the past few weeks.
“The volcano near the city of Colima, 430 miles
northwest of Mexico City, unleashed a column of smoke
and ash along with a flow of burning orange lava on Sept.
29. Since then, scientists have reported nearly daily
eruptions from its 12,533-foot peak.
“The eruptions have been caused by seismic activity,
and scientists can’t predict how long they will last.
“...A major eruption in 1999 sent glowing rock down
the volcano’s slopes and fired a plume of ash more than
five miles high.
“In 1913, an explosion created a crater 1,650 feet
deep, blasted fast-moving flows of hot ash down the
volcano’s slopes and rained ash on Guadalajara, 75 miles
to the north.”
A parting “Via con Dios” seems appropriate.
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Public Notice

This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule 301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
and attending State rules). If all interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein, the position will be construed as adequate
to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection
at the newspaper CONTACT (P.O. Box 27800 Las Vegas, NV 89126, USA) which is responsible for publishing the instrument as a legal notice. In the Republic
of the Philippines, comments and objections may be filed in writing by addressing Global Alliance Investment Association at 6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City,
Metro Manila, Philippines. Others may be addressed to Global Alliance Investment Association, 5344 Images Court, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89107 USA.

Page One

Page Two

The images on this page are
electronically generated facsimiles
of the General Information Sheet
(GIS) filed on behalf of DON
ESTEBAN BENITEZ TALLANO &
DON GREGORIO MADRIGAL
ACOP FOUNDATION, INC. (TA
FDN) on September 14, 2004 in
compliance with the laws of the
Republic of the Philippines.

Page Three

The Board of Trustees has been
expanded to accommodate the
wishes of Prince Julian Morden
Tallano to have a larger voice in
the
management
of
the
Foundation.
This is the first of three
publications of this documentation
in meeting the requirements of
proper public notice.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

Phoenix Source Online

Manifold Benefits Of
Keeping A Low Profile

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
- all published Phoenix Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #9:
Keep A Low Profile
It has been estimated that over 90% of all lawsuits in the entire world are filed in the United States.
A medium-sized business is typically involved in a lawsuit per year here and larger corporations are
compelled to maintain teams of full-time attorneys to defend themselves. At the other end of the scale,
an individual proprietor risks everything to engage in business without a corporate structure and even
individuals who are not involved in business are at risk if they have any assets attached to their names.
Meanwhile, the law schools keep churning out more attorneys at an increasing rate.
What’s the solution? KEEP A LOW PROFILE. In business and in our personal lives, too, ideally it
would be best to never show up at all on the enemy’s “radar”. In the game of “getcha” it is always better
to present a minimal target profile for the “getcha gang” and the best way to accomplish this feat is very
often through the use of Nevada corporate shelters.
In some cases it may be possible to shelter assets and income in a single corporation but when success
is achieved and that first corporation starts to take on a higher and more vulnerable profile, it’s time for
some creative thinking. The first step should always be to separate assets from potential liability, so
if you have an operating business it is good to ensure that it holds no assets of its own. Often the best
solution is to have the operating entity lease its equipment from another, unrelated (by ownership)
corporation. The next step could be to consider spinning off the existing business’ departments into
separate corporations: the marketing department could become a separate marketing company, as an
example. Almost all businesses must purchase some goods from outside sources, so why not deal with
a friendly supply company, one over which you may exert some control from behind the scenes?
Not only will this approach severely limit the prospects for damage by prospective litigants, it will also,
by and large, keep the IRS out of your affairs. Audit rates continue to show (not surprisingly) that the
smallest corporations have by far the lowest audit profiles. A corporation with less than $250,000 in assets
had an audit rate of just .25% in the year 2003, while the rate for a corporation with $1 million in assets
was more than TEN TIMES as high at 2.5% and the rate for the largest corporations skyrockets to more
than ten times that figure at over 30%.
The key to making this work is to treat each corporation as its own separate interest and to ensure that
each entity always acts out of its own self-interest. In so doing you ensure that each corporation has
minimal exposure to lawsuits and IRS audits and the aggregate exposure is far, far less than it would be
with a single, high-profile corporation.
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...“[Y]ou are accountable for every thought
you have, for every solution to every
problem and for the answer to every
question. You, and only you, are
accountable.”—Little Crow, brother now
observing, from The Sacred Hill Within

